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Summary of Booklet I This booklet
contains a history of the Education
Commission of the States (ECS) and the
formation of the E' Task Force on
Responsible Decisions About Alcohol The
gDols and objectives of the task force are
defined as fhey relate to approaches,.
designed to prevent alcohol-related
problems These goals and objectives
include the idennikcation ofpublic poliCy
recommendations that support and
reinforce the delivery of preventive
educational services and the practicing of
responstble decisions about olcohol

I

Summary of Booklet II This booklet
destribes the need for o national policy
oc responsible alcohol use and nonuse
and defines osk"force recommendations
'for is devilopmen and impiementdtion
These -ecommendations ore based on
fRie major findings Norrrtottva ;laws and
7eigulatior!is; and educational approaches
for preventing alcohol misuse are
discussed os well as potential roles for
soci-etys..total educotional system in
helping to equip people with skills for
making responsible-decisions aeout
alcohol Thirty behaviors ore identified
which if practiced are indicative of ones
having mode such responsible decisions.

. Sumt-niory,,of Booklet III This booklet
describes the.chan9es needed tg. reduce
alcoholreloted problems chcMges to
the way services a?e delivered in peoples
attitudes toward the use and nonuse of
alcohol and ultimatelyin their behaviors
It identifies Fiany of the issues that must
be addressed to (mplement an effective
system for the delivery of primary
preventive educational senvces Elements
to be included in any comprehensive
,integrated delivery system are described
Some adTinistrotive structures tot might
be appropriate for'state and loco!
prevention efforts are also presented

.10
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,Frorr.).6,"CompaCt for Education"
Comes o Challenge; to Forth National
Policy on the Usecor Nohuse of
Alcoholicleverages

Every year states,
local communities arid
the.fedeval 6overn-
r-hent spend millions of
dollars to provid,e the
children of our nation

an opportunity to receive a decenredu-
cation...Countless other groups, organi:
zationS and individuals make similar
contribultions" all with the purpose of
improving the educational preparation
Arbericans receive. f

Although it has long been the policy
of our national and state governments
.to,ossure educational opportunities, that
policy often takes many diverse forms.
The growing complexities of the world
around us and the ever increasing vol-
u,me of knowledge that can be em.-
ployed to improve life's -opportunities

. have made irdifficult for all those
involved,in educat4on to agree to com-
mon priorities. Even the f6deral, govern-
ment, which during the last two decades
has vastly increased its role in the edu-
cational process, has found it difficult

,to set national. policy in this complex
field. .

19-1964 Dr. James Conant, president
emeritus of Harvard University, wrote a
boa.k' critiquing the overall policy-
making framework for education in the
United States. Shaping .Educational
Policy noted the inability of the federal
gOvernment to set nationwide policy.
Conant suggested that the states join
forces to form oh interstate commission
to explore common concerQs sand
identify ways of improving education.

Despite the major contributions made
to education by the federal govern-
ment,'16cal and state governmentsistill
retain,the overall policy-making author-

.c-

-ity for the public school§ and have a
great deal of influence on. many of the
other edu'cational institutions that play
a part in preparing, the American peo-,.
ple to deal with life's' problems and
challenges.

The concept of states working to-
gether, ,sharing information, and con-

, tributing to setting goals and priorities
gained widespread support among
educators and political leaders and led
to the development of 'the Education
ComMission- of the States (ECS). Estab-
lished in 1966, ECS continues to provide

-, a unique approach ta_the nation's edu-,
cational [Not-diem; and offers a means
for representing state needs and 'priori-
ties to the federal government. More-
over, ECS' has become a forum for those
individuars,who have great influence,in,
directing the educational process to
come together, share information and
reach new 'agreements for common
policy and direCtion.

The uniqueness of the organization
and its Rorer-Snot Os,asource of strength

are 'reflected in its organizational.
structure. States and territories join the
commission by having.tbeip legislatures
ratify the "Compact for Education:' Each
member mlake's a yearly appropriation
to suppOrt the commission's,work; this
revenue- 'is supplemented by federal
and. foundation grants and contracts.
for specific projects. '

5

Seven represeritatives from each
member state' constitute the operating
bOdy of the commission, which has( a
Staff of over 180 persons in its, Denver,

.offices. Thee, seven commissioners in-
clude the gOvernor, two members of
the-state legislature selected by the re-
spective kouses and four persons
selected b'y the governor. All commis-
sioners meet annually to.review their
educational concerns and set ECS policy
directions.. One commi.ssioner. from

iU
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`each state serves on a steering com-
mittee,' which is responsible for direct-
ing. the commission's work between
annual meetings.

The'commission is organized into six
departments: Elementary / Secondary
Education, Postsecondary Education;
Rese.drch and Information, Communi-
cations, Nanning and Developmentand
Administrative Services. Theedepartments
administ6r.numerous projects covering
a wide range of educational issues. Such
projects have included early. childhood
developme,nt, postsecondary planning,
schoolfinanC, lqual' rights for women
in education,.cofrec'tional education and
alcohol misuse prevention.

The growth of ECS from on idea to a
reality encompass6ng an administrative
structure that responds to-the needs of
a wide variety of educational concerns
is proof of the continuing desire of those
involved in the educational- protess to
search. for, and agree upon common
principles, goals and policies. ECS has
served as a vehicle through Which those
intimately involved in file total educa-
tional process can come together and
form their own agreemen'ts based on
the goals of the "Compact for Education:

.

The Goals Of the "Compdct for A

EducatiOn"..
All programs of the.

'commission are de-
signed to. implement
the major goals of the
".Compact for Eduta-
flop,' which omrniks

the organization to
Establish and mainiainbose coopera-
tion and underAbding among exec-
utive, legislatiye, professional and lay
leadership at.state and local lemMtr an
a nationwide' basis.
Provide'a forum for discussion, de-
velopment, crystallization and

I

recommendation of public policy
alternatives in education.
Provide an information clearinghouse
on educational matters throughout
the nation.
Facilitate the improvement of. state-
,and local educational systems.
Encourage, foster and ,,conduct re-
search in-education.
Formulate alternative policies ond
plans to improve education and make
them available tb appropriate
.agericies and, Officials.
Provide information -and make rec-
ommendations to the federal govern:
menf concerning-the states' common

° leducationpl policies..

From the "Comi5act for Education':
Carrie a Search fora Better Life Free

.
from the Problems Created bythe
Abuse of Alcoholic Beyerciges

One of the most obi
vious challenges that
'ECS faces .is contribut-
ing to finding solutions
to the complex prob-
lems that face.modern

Amdricans. The total educational pro-
;cess p,lays a yitG.1 role in how well
Americans are able to deal with these
complexities, examine alternatives and
teach responsible decisions.

One problem of dairy living that
has long troubled the American people
centers around the misuse of alcoholic
beverages. Throughout our history,',the
thallenge. of developing 'public policy
reOsding .alcohol has confronted our
government and our people. -It is the
only topic that has been the subject of
two Constitutional amendments (18th
and 21st).

7

The 18th Amendment, which at-
tempted to prevent alcohol problen-.6
through legislation arid- law, enforCe-
ment by/controlling the production,

12.
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distribution and sole pf alcoholic.
beverages, was repealed.in 1933. Re-
peal returned le4arcontr.ol-of alcoholic
beverages to the state, since that rime.
no clear national poliCV regarding
alcoholic beverages has been devel-
-oped. The abs.ene of agreement
regoJingyngtional polic};-0setting,guide-.

lines,for-the use or nonuse of alcoholic
beverages does not suggest, however .
a lack of concern or a disinterest in alco-
hol ,use or in problems oftribUted to
alcohol misuse.

The period, following repeal maybe
viewed os a time of awakening public
awareness, -During the period. 1933-
1960, many conscientious' indaduols
and organizations stepped torthsto con-
tribute to frndrng solutions to problems
involving alcohol misuse. Some of the
highlightsiof that period include

The founding of Alcoholics Anony-
mous, which demonstrated ,i-nat pea'
pie with drinking problems. can be
helped.
The founding of the Yale Center of
Alcohol Studies (now transferred ro
Rutgers University) which sought so-
entific understanding and provided a
body of -knowledge about alcohol
problems and alcoholism.
The enaxnent of legislation by .state
legislatures: creating sta,te alcoholism

. programs that provided treatment
ancLeducationol services.
The founding., of the' National Council
on Alcoholism (NCA) a national vol-
untary agency which -promotd the
concept that alcoholism is a treatable
disease. NCA has led the voluntary
alcOhblism movement and promotes
its growth through the development
of local and state'voluntary alcohol-
ism associations."
The formation of the National-States
Conference on Alcoholism for the pur-
pose of sharing information among

.3

9

,state alcoholism programs and
strengthening these efforts.
The proclamation in 1958"by the Sec-
retary of Health, Education and '\>./e4'-
fare that alcohol problems, were a
heolth-related concern,, the solution
to which Merited. the attention and
energies of the American notion.
The' period of years since 19,6.0 may

be viewed as the stage of growing fed-
eral awareness. Some of this period's..
highlights include the following.

TheSeCretar-}7of Health, Education and
Welfdre created an Interdepartmental
Corrimittee on Alcoholism
The N.orth American Association of
Alcoholism Programs ,,formerry the
National States Conference on Alco-
holism now the Alcohol and- Drug
Problems Association', become, ifs co-
operation with NC.,6:, and other groups,
the focal point of a concentrated thrust
to gain Lederal tommitMen, and
support.
The Veterans Administratio-rA through-
administrative order, mandated that
alcoholism be treated in yeterOns.Ad-
ministration hospitals. .

Federal court decisions of 966. ae-
crimindlized- Oblic drunkenness ire.

Virginia and West Virginia North and
South Carolina. Maryland and the
District of Columbia. .

The-first congressional legislation spe-
cifically mentioning akoholisrQ,

,required the Deportment of Transpor-
tation to establish and direct on effort
that focused on highway safety
through the. Alcohol Safety .Action
Projects.
President Johnson created the No-
tional Center for the Prevention and
Control of Alcoholism in 1'66. the
forertiNer of what is today'theNc:
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.
Provisions for alcoholis?n care were

le
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enacted during the mid-1960s in the
Low Enforcement Assistance, Act,
Model cities Act, Office of Economic
Opportunity and others.
The Cooperative Commission'on the
Study of Alcoholism released its report
on alcohol problems, calling for a
comprehensive, approach.
President Johnson signed the Alcoholic
Rehabilitation,Act into law in' October
1968.
The National Council of Churches and
the North Conway Insliture responded

< to the Cooperative Coqvnission Re-
..-port, supporting its thrust and reflecting

significantchanges in deno.mirlational
approaches

9The Congress enacted the Comore-
hensiveAlcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
.t of 1970 establishing the NotK)nal
Institute* on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism and requiring states to des-
ignate alto' lism authorities to ad-

- Minisv fede I assistance to states,,,
ocr pulled ogether all existing:,

alcoholism and alcohol abuse legisla-
non expanded it in many areas and
gave' it higher prionry and higher or-
ganizational status while providing -o
focatipoint for all fecferof activity in
this aFeci of concerra.

- The Uniform Act decriminalizing °Ica-
,holism and mandating a compre-
hensive continuum of core has been
adopted in more then half the stares
and is under consideration in on
increasing number of the remaining
states.
The Congress enacted .amendments
'to the Comprehensive Act in 1974
and 1976 organizationally upgrading
and extending the Notional Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and

yjproviding incentive grants to states
hor dopt the Uniform Act decrim-
inalizing public drunkenness and
instituting comprehensive programs.

Throughout the entire four-decade
period, the emphasis Qaturolly hos been
on treatment and rehabilitation. ,Great
Strides have bee.n mode to encourage
the recognition of alcoholism as a treat-
able illness. and services for alcoholic
persons have been greatly expanded.
During the past few years, however,.
concern for, the prevention of alcohol
misuse has emerged. There is a growing
awareness that many alcohokrelated
problems can be avoided if people will
learn to ralake responsible -tdecisions
ivcgording the nonuse and Use of alco-
holic be.vera9es. .

During the 1960s, the need for the
prevention of alcohol- and other- drug-
related problems become increasingly
apparent. The growing number of
Americans who were, unprepared to
deal with the problems of drug abuse
and the alternative lifestyles ,generated
by.growing drug cultures captured rt-k
concern of many of our notion's leaders,
educators and citizens. .

At the 1970 annuol meeting. of ECS,
The commissioners accepted on impor-
'tont role in examining the growing drug
problem. They agreed to call on the
many resources at their disposokto help
Create a workable and meaningful pro-
posal for notional policy to deal with
the learning process as it affects, deci-
sions about. drugs. A fOrmal resolufion
was passed by the commission request-
ing- that special attention be given to
drug abuse prevention. At that time o
great deal of infdrmotion had soturoted
the country about the abuse of drugs,
yet the problem continued to increase.
ECS responded and moved forward re-
create a framework that produced pro-
posals to prevent alcdhol abuse.

I4developing a perspectiveton drug
abuse,*and particularly the.problems of
alcohol misuse and alcoholism. ECS de,

16
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f ermcrehere was 'not 'enough em-
.

Oasis on prevention. Agreement was
reached that treatment of alcohol--
related problems after they occur con-
stitutes esientially a defensive posture.
It w s further determined that a major
c tribution to relieving the problems
caused by alcohol abuse arid alcohol-

c ism might be achie\;ed.b.y studying the
societal factors th6t cause people to
drink or .abstain and by ptesenting al-
ternatives that would reduce the-misuse
of alcohol PS a means of coping with
society's pressures. -,_

,

ECS and the Nati,orilal Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and 'Alcoholism (NIA-AA)
developed o partnership in 1973 and
formed the ,,CS Task Force on Responsi-
ble Decisions. About' Alcbhol to respod
to alcO.hol-related issues. The task force
reached korly agreement on several
points: ,..! ,

No. national policy or state polity cur-
rentlyAists defining-The- proper, use
or nonuse of alcoholic beverages or
the role the educational process
should play in advancing responsible

x. N decNon making r-egding alcohol.
'There are two responsible decisions a
4rgersdr1 can make about alcohol: either

-4k npto us it or to use it responsibly.
The ed ational process hasa major
role to ay in assisting people to learn
how these responsible decisions can

.. be made.
Prev o educarddnal approaches
have b en too limited and narrow
ira Scope.

The structure of the task force and
selection of Its early activities were criti-

. cal to achieving its purpose. To provide
many perspectives in viewing the issues,
the task force was chosen froM a broad
cross section of leadership throughout
the notion.- Areas of interest and ex-
pertise represented by task force mem-
bers: include political and educational

>

.,

ov

-1 4I

leadership,-voluTary _organizations, re-
ligion, the militar , tie alcoholbeverage
industries, busi ssiindustry/labor; the
commUnicatio s Industry and others.
John C. Wes , then gQvernor of S-Outh
Caroling, accepted the chairmanship;
Bennett D. Katz, state senator from
Maine, becarrr vice chairman..

The task force agreed that, by finding
a relationship between alcohol abuse
and alcoholism and the daily lives of
Americans, it could provide The kind of
information from which realistic 'and
effective prevention programs could be
built. One key, to reducing the negative
effects of alCohol misuse is to 'determine
what makes some individuals turn to
alcohol during the course ofa normal
day.

As: the task forte set out to develop
realistic strategies to preverit alcohdl-
related problems, it was understood
that the challenge was a difficult one.
Some research was already under way,
but far more complete and comprehen-
sive infornation was _ needed before
substantial prbgress could be made.

is *on of
Alcohol misuse, like other drug-buse,

s a complex-problem. The salu
the problem has often been impeded
by failure to understand how many
factors contribute-to its creation. For q
long time alcoholism was thought to be
a iimited and spetial type of'problern;
for the most part, society preferred tbtor

ignore'4iTs existence or, at best, to give it
low priority among social needs:But the.
growing awareness that alcoholism_tis
drinking thar,causes a continuing prob-
lem in any aspect of an individual's life
-has contributed to increasingaT priority
now being given to alcohol misuse
prevention efforts.

In recent years, in particular, new atti-
tudes, as well as the reported growth of
drug abuse in general, have focused

12 17



much needed attention on alcohol- others who have.a direct interest in pie-.
relate problems. Curicesity and coricern veciting alcolokelated problems in

are quickly replacing what was once nine working conferences aCross, the
disdarn and disregard. Under these new nation, along with other souses °Pre-
conditions, society can better 'attempt to search and testimony. The task force
evaluate the factors, that contrib.ute to .determined that individuals and Organi-
alcohol misuse and to determine realis- zations/are willing to participate .in and
tically what trces may besbrought to
bear to reduce the potential for alcoh61
use-related harm. _The :problem -Has
been identified. and, is admittedly
complex.

At its firstmeeting in becember 1973,
the ECS Task Force on Responsible Deci-
sions About\Alcofibl identified five
major goals:
1. Identification of effective programs

that deal with and try to prevent
A.

alcohol related problems IQ the con-
text of daily living experiences.

2. Identifrcation and ignproyement of
* delivery systems so that community-

based.institutiOns and individuals, as
weras the formal educational sys-
tem; can become involyed in the
prevention process.

3.. Improvement of present research
efforts and reorientation of these

commit their resources to the..effbtt.
A

Representatives of the southeastern
and western states and territories were
also involved in regional work.ing con-
ferences. These meetings produced a
-general overview of the problem, some
,prgposed solutions and an open ex-
change of ideas that guided the task
force in definicig its recommendations.
Special confere es to gain addifional
perspecti\ie ere held with abstinence
leaders, the Natiomq Association of
State Boards of EduccItion, the National
School Boards Association, the North
American Congress on Alcohol and Drui
Problems, and the Alcohol and Drug Prbb-
lems Association of North America. Task
force members and staff also partic-
ipatid in nQ,merous meetings with
state, national and local agencies, as-
sociations an organizations to gain

eff its consistent with task force insight into hov the total ctucational
fin ings. system might help With the p(evention

4. Pre 'ntation to the states of alterna- process.
Frbm information ga ined, at theserive ways to develop and:implement

effective prevention programs,
5. Notification of the public In general

and the decision-makirSg leadership
in particular to new approaches be-
ing identified by. task force inquiries
and activities.

.The,Task Force Process and Results
In addition to its

awn arbad-t)ased
membership, the task
force called upo-n--
researchers, members
of the business com-

munity, legislators, educators, pgrents,
young people,' volunteers and many

13

meetings, from, the literature and from
formal and informal discussions, the
task force prepared ?our interim reports'
of its findings ancNrecommendations.
These reports were -prepared both in
detailed form (6S technical document)
and in summary form and were dis-
tributed to approximately 20,000
individuals.

The interim reports include:

Report #1. Descrites goals and pre-
sents preliminary finding's (eg-.-, that
alcohol abuse and alcoholism have a
-direct relationship to daily living exper-

1)



iences). Indicates treat prevention of
these problems is the responsibility. of
the total educational system, including
private and public schools; the family,
peer. and Feference groups, mass
media, buSiness and industry, govern-
mental and volunteer agencies, reli-
gious organizations and-others.

Report #2. Defines two reasonable
decisions one can make about bev-
erage alcohol either not to drink or
to drink responsibly. Defines. qttitudes

4/c?nd behaviors that can be developed
to help make these decisions. Points out
that,*hilethe decisions themselves may
%appear to be simple,- the questions of
how to reach them, understand them
and live with them are complex and
challenging.

Also includes some key issues that
should help develop a more responsible
public pip toward alcohol. Presents a

t% series of programs developed by the
"'task force for consideration by those in

pOsitions to influenCe public,policy.
programs-that strongly recommend the
'adoption of approaches to alcohol that

:4 :541 emphasize responsible decision mak-
ing, including accompanying accept-
able behaylors, to improve our quality
of life

.7,

Includf2s policy. statements intended
to assist governors, legislators, state
agency heads; community leaders and
representptives of the' alcohol bey-
erageAndustries in'creating greater
awarenpss of responsible behaviors
a bouralcahol:

. Report ft'. Deals with edu,cational
services the task force believes may
help individuals to choose appropriate
responses .and- exhibit- accompanying
responsible behaviors about alcohol
throughotit--their. lives, inclUdig pro:

grams to develop information, encour-
age healthy attitudes and develop
individual skills necessary for reaching
and exercising decisions-about alcohol.
Concludes that skill development pro-
grams, utilizing information and atti-
tudes in the development of decision-
making skills, should receive major
emphasis in designing primary preven-
tive educatiOnal services.

14

Report #4. Examine's approaches to
the prevention of alcohoF- related prob-
lems. Presents both educational and
normative (laws, regulations and cus-
toms)approaches. Contains information.
that can provide direction for states and
communities as they plan for the deliv-
ery of primary preventive educational
Services; includes descriptions of each of
the elements of a delivery system and
recommendations from the tosilkforc,e
on some of the issues that will have
significant impact on the results ex-
pected from th.e delivery of these
services.
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Creation of a Rational Policy on
,Responsible Decisions About Alcohol'

Throughout the his-
tory of our nation, we

_place a high priority on educgtion and,
in sorneCases, required that they set up

part of their program7-ning to ad-
vance education.

have consistently set We have encouraged other groups
national policies and and organizations to become involved
goals and developed in the eduCatiorial.process..Today many
rules, regulations and peer and reference groups place, a high

programs' to encourage the adoption priority on educational skills; some -such
of those policies' and gaols by every as the American Legion ,and Rbtary
Arinericdn, For example, in the lost' cen- Clubs, sppnsor debates that reward
-tury a public policy evolVed that every these _special skills. Civic organizations
child should have the opportunity to often give scholarships as a reward to
learn to read, write and feceive a basic those individuals who place a high per-
education. Over the years that policy sonal priority, On educetion. Religious
has become a part of the American organizations !lave built schools and
way Of life. It did not, however, become colleges and developed programs to
a goal for every American without a advance' the goals of educational, op-
comprehensive effort to change our portunity. Literally, every facet of our
attitudes toward education and-t9 de- lives has been touched, by the accepted
velop delivery systems that resulted in public policy that edu ,ation is desirable.
policy becoming, reality. I We- have also devel d Ways to

As a nation, we have learned to give evaluate our success in achieving edu-
eduCation a high priority. We have cational ofitportunities, both_lo-cally and
made education a positive and desire- nationally.. Numerous programs have
ble goal for every child, where once it been implemented to measure the
had been a desirable goal, for only a feedback of-IFFS`e involved in t1-4 edu-
handful of privileged children. We have cational process. We have consistently
reinforced this public policy with laws*- endeavored to bring new knpwledge.
and rules that require that every child' o bear in, improvingthe quality of edu-

' have the opportunity to relceive an edu- cational opportunit(es °offered our chil-
cation and, more recently, that every ren. The creation of the Education
child receive equal ed.u,,cqtional oppor- Commission of the _States (ECS) itself is

junity. nornFirrulels, .regulations an example of our efforts to share new
and laws, both' Orrrfal and infprmal,",of knowledge and measure the. value of
our nation and *our people) are now new ideas.
dedicated toward trlis end. .

We have also, developed services
( programs) cind delivery systems ,to
make the goals of educational oppor-
tunity possible and achievable. We have
built sthooK both public and private,
and haVe educated people to operate
those schools. \X(.e have developed spie-
cific programs at every level of govern-
ment to assure that it is possible for all
children to receive an education. Wk
have encouraged the mass media 'to

In short, we ha e seta- national policy
that education is, sirable, and we have
involved every cet of our day-to-day
life in reinforcing that poky. Sometimes
we'have- achieved great success, at
other times we have experienced fail-
ures and setbacks . burthere no :es-
caping 'the fact that our [5i-ogress has,
been remarkable and that today's-
American child has access to ci wider
variety of educational opOrtunities
than any other child in history.
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No such public policy or defined goal
has evolved, however, regarding the
use or ndluse of beverage alcohol. In
line with the ECS -Compact for Educa-
tion- a special task force was formed to
determinef if such a policy could be ar-%
rived at and what it would take to im-
plement 'lb& policy. Our only previous
attempt to develop policy ih this area
came with the-isossage of prohibition.
It was o [joky that relied solely on the
instrumentation of the law-to effect

.chorage and fiRchops could' never in-
volve the total approach that marks the

.bcisis for'our success in the field of offer-
ing educational, opportunities to our
children it was a program that sought
to do by laWs alone that which has ro
be done through -changing attitudes
learntng skills and developing methods
of reinforcement.

In the absence of any comprehensive
effort to develop a T-ational approach
to this facet of,our lives we ore squan-
dering much of AmeriCa's human and
financial resources. The day-t-6-day
use of alcohol jeopardizes the health
and happiness of millions of Americans.
The 'cos if treating the symptoms of
alcoholic weighs- heavily on every
taxpayer: Business industry and goy!
ernment annually lose billcons of ddliars
as a result of alcohol misuse. The eftects
of olcoholirnisuse are both obvious and
expensive. Treating the alcohol-relOted
problems that beseyour nation is a
challenge that demands attention.

This is a challenge that has beep. oc-.
cepted by the Education Commission

. of the States through its Task Force on
Responsible Decisions About Ak:ohol.
For three years. the task force -has ex-
amined different public policy, alterna-
tives which, if adopted. suggest thbrour
problems relatingtO the misuse of_bev-
er.age alcohol Would be reduced::

The Task Force on Responsible
Decisions About Alcohol Moves
Toward a National Policy on
Alcohol Use and. Nonuse

. It is the ,conclusion
of the task fprce that
only two decisions
isrthat will result in the
reduction of the inci-
dence of alcohol-

related problems. The first decision that
can be reached is that the individual
may choose not to drink. °

A responsible decision for abstinence
should be just that a decision There
are some who do not ise alcohol yet
rhey have never made a -conscious de-
cision about °alcohol. They may fdllow
-a family custom or merely adopt the
lifestyle of those in their circle of friends.,
These people may have difficulry. when
they leave their families to attend col-
lege. serve in the military or otherwise
depart from on obsttnence-oriented
envitonment. 11.

Although' fear of alcohol problems
may be involved in a responsible deo:
sion to abstain. fear is seldom a suffi-
cient motivation. A responsible decision
for olcohCfnonus-e.involveSirnore posi-

t: rive than negative reasons.

Responsible abstinence shoUld
volve conscious decision- making,_not
merely o drifting ar a "following Of the
crowd: The decision not to drink may
be based on a wide ronge of reasons.
Some people opt for abstinence for
personal reasons: they may not core
for either the taste or the effects of alco-
hol. Others may choose to abstain froM
alcohol fordeligious reasons. Still others
may feel it, important to establish an
example of bstinence for people
whose alcohol use might be harmful,

3 2t)
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Cultural, . social and family patterns
may also become major ft osons why
some choose, not to drink. Whe5I this is
the case, a responsible abstir ce dpci-
sion would recognize which factors_
were influential in helping the individual
to make a decision, not to drink. People
may choose no) to drink prior to situa-
tions recluiring the use of maximum ;

physical and mental capabilities.

The task -force also recognizes that
certain individuals are so sensitive to
the use of alcohol that the most respon-
sible decision they can reach is to ab-
stain from its use. This is portiCularly
true for those individuals hose reac-
tion to alcohol results in alcoholism%

Regardless of what reasons are in-
- volyd, those who choose not to drink

alcohol should do so freely without
pressure or duress. Further, they should
not attempt to impose that decision or \
the values surrounding the decision on
others. Awillingn,pss to work with others ',

who may not shore the some views
with relatipn to alcohol use and nonuse
should characterize the responsible ob-
stainer. Indeed. responsible abstinence
should go beyond the willingness to
work with others. It should extend into
social situations that bring together per-
son with a wide- range of attitudes and j
pro e relating to alcohol use and
nonuse.

The second decision which *exists is
that the individual may chopse to drink
responsibly. Assuring that all Americans
arrive et one of these two important
decisioris is no easy task and will require
much of the some kind of approach tot
our nation has adopted in implement-
ing notionol policy regarding the edu-
cational opportunities offered our
young. The task force is not suggesting
that the some level of massive resources
be set aside to deaIwith this prdblem.
Rather, the task force re.commends es-

toblishing a notional Oolicy that inte-
grates all of the factors affecting our
doily lives as the technique crlott likely

--40...,reduce the problems Americo is con-
fronted with-regarding the use or non:,
use of alcohol.

4

The task force has concluded that, in
many cases, people's attitudes regard-
ing the use and nonuse of beverage
alcohol will have to be changed. We
will have to define and teach the skills
that cars contribute to the responsible
use _g# alcoholic beverages for those
who choose to drink. We will have to
help develop responsiblta attitudes re-
garding abstention. Just as it will require
a major effort to teach people how to
reach a responsible decision about
when and how- to use alcohol. it will
also take a major effort to teach people
how not to use alcohol. The choice not
to drink or to drink should be mode on
the basis of responsible decision mak-
ing, not unreasonable guilt or fear.

Delivery systems that help to create
responsible attitudes and teach respon-
sible skills will have to be devised, and
implemented. Those systems will -hove
to involve every segment of our society,
just as offering and encouraging ?du-
cationo opprunities involves all Seg-
Ments f our society.

laws and stiles, both formal-and
informal. that we adopt inycliving alco-
hol will hove to reflect responsible deci-
sion making. Means will have to be set,
up to evaluate our progress and ,to
measure the feedback of those invblved
in implementing responsible decision-
making programs.

Perhaps most importantly, the task
foice,has reached One incapable con-
clusion: our only hope 'of reducing
-alcohol-related probleMs is to recog-
nize that the decisions we make about-
alcohol are a part of our everyday lives,
and they reflect our ak)ility to make

2i
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responsible day-to-day decisions about
many of life's challenges and alterna-
tives. Therefore, the best hope of re-
ducing the problems related to alcohol
lies in improving the ways in which we
learn to make- everyday decisions.

Although .a vastly diverse people, our
nation detided that its children will have
an opportunity to receive a decent edu-
cation; this decision has been reinforced

''by a commitment to adopting policies
and progra'rns that support that goal.
For example, we have made commit-
"ments to our environment, to the safe.
use of, motor vehicles and to the value
we place on responsible decisions about,
many of life's day-to-day activities. Tre-
mendously Complex and ingenious
efforts have been design& to guar-
antee the reality of every one of these
national policies and gals. Surely a
nation that has accomplished so much
in setting each of these national goals
and policies-has the energy akid deter-
minotion to seta policy that allows its
people to deal responsibly with bev-
erage alcohol.

This summary report p6tlines' the spe-
cifics of the cOnt-tuedns reached by the"
task force and how ,they relate to, estab-
lishing notional, policy and a course of
action aimed at reducing alcohol:
related problems. It reviews the some
ingredients of national policy and goal
achievement that have mode other ef-
fOrts successful, including how persondl
decisions are node, what effect laws
and informal- rules have en personal

_action; how attitudes are formed, what
part the total educational system can
play in building responsible decision-
making skills. It recognizes that the deci-
sions people make about alcohol some-
times chapge but that people must
know what responsible behaviors
obouf alcohol are so that no matter
what the derision or when it is made, it
will be a responsible one. Finally, the

summary report examines what; pro-
grams-and delivery systems might help
prevent alcohol-related problems.

Fpllowing are the, major*findings and
recommendations of the task force for
policy consideration and develop-nent:

MAJOR FINDING

I. Alcohol abuSe and alcoholism have
a direct relationship to daily living
experiences.

Recommendation
,

1. Studying and understanding ,the
social forces and-factors that encour-

. age.people either to drink or to ab-
stain must be undertaken to establish
-alternalives-that reduce dependence

- upon alcohol as cimeans of coping
with the pressures of modern life:

- Rationale
Varying amounts of reliable informa-

. tion exist about' the extent to which
psychologiogl, physiological and sc5:

dal forces Influence- olcohol-rel6ted
problems. However, the inconclusive
nature- of much of this research sug-
gests that further scientific work is
needed to determine the basis for
olcbhol-reloted problems.
It is incorrect' to assume that there is a
single set of conditions sociological,
psychological or physiologial that
lead to.difficulties with alcohol. Rather,
it is the interrelationship of,these forces
that leads to alcohol misuse.

*
Reccirnmendation

-

5'.

2. Primary prevention services Must be
based upon the brooder spectrum of
daily living expecienceS. The focus
should not be solely on alcohol:



.related prAlems bUt on d0y-to-day
events: such as family and career
experiences, -thot set the stage for

. problems that may result in -alcohol.
misuse...

.00RatiOnaie
For years society ha's dealt with the
symptoms of the problem but notwith
the real causes of the problem. We
hove tended to, isolate 'questions
about alcohol abuse and considered
only the treatment of its immediate
and specific symptoms. Qiy dealing
only with the most obvious asfects of
alcohol abuse we have neglected

- the totality of the problem.

Recommendation
a. .

3. All prevenron services should be port
of an integrated approach that looks
or daily living experiences from
many points of view. Heplth careers,
human relationships .cind`other day-

. ro-day experiences should be ele-
ments of a rational ancj effective
approach to the problems of alco-
hol -abuse. /

Rationale
One key to reducing alcohol misuse
is to determine what makes some
people turn to alcohol during the
course et 0 normal day.

C

Recommendation
Since eoch segment of society, ploys,
a port in contributing to the_day:to-
doy e3<periences that lead to alcohol
misuse eoch must contribute to pre,-

- ventior efforts that reduce the
hood of alCohol misuse.

Rationale
Prevention oft.alcohol-related prob-
lems Must. be the responsibility of the
total educational system including the
public and private schools the family,
peer and refer0-nce groups, mass
media. busines and- industry. gov-

6

I

ernment agencies, religious -and
volunteer organfiations and (other
community influentiols. .

ecorleurnendation
5. No single plan will solve allithe prob-

lems related to the misuse of bever-
age alcohol. There will always be
'individuals for4twhom the-use of any
alcohol will represent potentially seri-
ous medical, psychological and/o!
social ,problems. The real question is
not how to make all the problem's of
alcohol misuse and alcoholism dis-
appear but how to reduce the poten-
-tial for harm and hoW to promote
the,kind of respect and concern f
one's self. and others that will lea
people to responsible decision
making.

Rationale
Alcdhol misuse. like other drug abuse,
is a many-faceted problem, and its
solution hos been hampered by railure
to' understand the compreheosue-na-
ture of t. Our societdoes n-ot have p
national consensus regard-i.6,9 the
responsible nonuse or responsible use
of beverage alcohol. Attitudes about,
alcohol are as varied as the people
themselves.

RecOmmendation,
6: Because different .groups of people

have varythg reactions to the use and
;nonuse of alcohol and can be ex-
pected to respond in different man-
ners 'to various prevention efforts
available, the specific needs of target
groups must be addressed,

Rationale
Different groups have evidenced
varying degrees of vulnerability to
alcohol-related problems. Some
groups will be more vulnerable to
developing difficulty with alcohol than
will others,.
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*MAPRVINDING

IL The ability to make responsible .

decisions regarding the use.or
nonuse of alcohol relates directly to
the indMducifs oral decision-
making cornpetence.

Recorrrre tidation
1. More effective ways of helping.peo-

ple learn and of reinforcing
living coMpettncies mus? be identi-
fied__and implemented. We have to
improve the ways we help people to
learn to moke, day -to -day, decisions
about

Rationale
Efforts, to develop prevention pro-.

_ ,grams depend -upon improving the
decision-making abilities of those who
drink arid of those wh,, choose not
td drink:
Responsible decisions result in, be-
havior that demonstrates, respect and
concern- for oneself and others. they
enhance individuardevelopment and
prof-66re healthy human relationships.
Such decisions Shbuld not be arrived
at without careful thought.becouse on
arjitrary decision is susceptible to
arbitrary change. People cannot be-
told how to think peOple learn bow
to think from many sources.

Recommendation
2. To increase the opportunities for mak-

ing resporlsible decisjonsithe follci-
ing skills, based on 'knowledge, are
required: ,

Deasion-makingskills
Communication skills
Inter- and intrapersonal skills
Values clarification skills

2D.

Leisure activity. skills
.Coping skills
Infoi-Matiori-processing skills
Problem-solving skills

Rationale
In the long run, it is more effective to
prepare an individual to resolve or
cope with potential pr ems than to
Shove society, remed rhos oblems
after They haye occurred. The task
force believes that the cost,ofi.devel-

. oping individual decision-making skills
will be fdr less than the cost of reme-
dial or corrective programs.

Recommendation
3. Society must develop services and a

system for delivering tliose services
that will give people the information
and support they need to develop
and maintain these skills.

Rationale l
=New knowledge and . the develop=
Tnent -of specific skills can help indi-
viduals deal with the chaNging
demands, and pressures of society.
The educational process has a major
role to ploy in assisting ,peoPfe to
learn how responsible decisions can

. be made.

Recommendation
4. The following 'should be utilized for

developing attitudes and tiphavlors
to help people make responsible de-
cisions .about alcohol ,(either not to
use 'it or tb use it in a responsible
manner) as well as practice respon-
sible decision-making

Rationale .

The skills and attitudes, based on
Mowledge, .that are ,necessary to
make responsible decisions about
alcohol can begdentified and learned.
The're core steps we can take and pro-
grams we con implement to reduce
.alcohol-related problems.



Situational RpsPOrssibilities.,It is impor-
tant to

Provide ,other activities when bever-
age alcohol is served. Di inking should
not be the Main purpose of any
activity: .

Respect an individual's decision about
alcohol. People have a right not to
.drink just as they have a right-to drink
"responsibly.
Recognize that alcoholic beverages
do not have to be served at every
social occasion.

is, Recognize the decision not to drink by
providing equally attractive and ac-
cessible nonalcoholic drinks when
alcohol is served.
Recognize that drunkenness is 'neither
healthy, humorous nor safe. 'Excusing
unacceptable behavior just because
someone has had "too much to
drink" serves no purpose; accepting
drunkenness only rewards alcohol
misuse.

Provide food when alcohol is served.
Measure when mixing drinks Qnd do
not urge that glasses be constantly full.
Keep the cocktail .hour before dinner
to a reasonable time and consump-
tion limit.
Recognize a responsibility for the
health, safety and pleasure of both
the drinker and the nondrinker by
avoiding intoxication and helping
others to d fh'e same.
Make co tragency plans for those
who dri too mCich.. If this occurs Re-cognize that.one need not drink to

be accepted'or liked by others.
Drinsli slbwly sand 'avoid gulping a
drink; there are physical limits to how
quickly the body can absorb 'and
metabolize alcohol.
Recognize that, for those indiViduals
who suffer from the illness of alco-
holism, the most responsible decision
is to abstain.

Get involved and try to help, when
someone close to you is beginning to
have-® problem with alcohol.

Serve or use alcohol only .in settings
that are conducive to pleasant and
relaxing behavior.
Understand Why you have made your
own decision not to use alcohol or to
use it responsi
Base'your own decision to abstain on
good. reasons. bo not use unreason-
able guilt or fear as weapons to dis-
courage others from choosing to drink
responsibly.

Health Responsibilities. Since alcohol
can affect health, it is important to,

Understand that you may abstain
from the use of alcohol for reasonsof
health or physical fitness.
Set a ymit on the consumption of alco-
hol that is well within your limits, re-
membering that they will vary from
time to time.
Be particularly cautious about using
alcohol when other drugs are taken.
Recognize that alcohol is a phorma-

-cological drug and ...understand its
effects on the body, brain andlhought
processes.

Heed .the advice of a physician con-
cerningsthe consumption of alcohol.
Recognize that the use of alcohol for
purposes of copirig with problems is
high:risk behavior. ,

despite efforts to prevent it, assume
responsibility for the health and safety
of guests such as providing trans-
portation home or overnight accom-,
modations.
If you decid ecognize that it
is usually better not to alone.
If you feel you are having a problem
with alcohol, discuss that problem with
others.

8
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Safety Responsibilities. It is Important to
"play it safe" and

Avoid perfor ng complex tasks, such
as operating ochinery; driving a car
or engaging in other physical activi-
ties with obviou safety hazards, while
under the influ nce of alcohol. Do not
mix alcohol with activities that require
skilled reaction or quick decisions
Avoid *riding with a driver who is
Uoder the influe ce of alcohol and dis-
courage him r her from driving.
RecOgnize hat behavior and atti-
tudes aff ct and influence others; es-
pedally children.
Drink only in relaxed and responsible
social situations:
Drink in moderation when you choose
to drink.

MAJOR FINDING

III. Existing prevention services
designed to reduce alcohol mis e
have-limited effectiveness because, .

of their narrow focus.

Recommendation'
1. Information programs should not op-

, erate in a vacuum. They must be a
part of, broader programs 'dealing
,with daily living experiences and re-
.,sponsble decision making.

Rationale
Information plays 'on imp-ortont role
in developing the attitudes and skills
necessary to make responsible deci-
sions about alcAol. However, infor-
mation prograrhs alone, such as
written materials or films on a particu-
lar subject, will not be suessful
pre venting hol abusee'

Recommendation
2, Resources should be direiced more

toward updating existing informa-
, tiorl programs than to developing

new ones. These programs should
always reflect the latest knowledge
available.

Rationale
There is an abundance of information
programs alreddy available; some
these programs, howe.y,er, do not re-
flect the latest knowledge available.

RecommendatiOn
3. People' should be assisted in devel-

oping skills for evaluating information
programS on the basis of accuracy
as wellps the desirability of behaviors
that programs support.

Rationale r
There is a need to help people de-
velop the skills required to evaluate
infotion-programs. People should
be a'ble to answer the question, "Does
the informatiOn in this program sup-
port responsible decision making and
(esponSible behavior?"

Recommendation
4. -Attitude development programs,

should be integrated into brooder
programs of daily living experience
Programs geared solely toward
alcohol-related issues may be of
value to specific audiences df: specific
times; but they are of limited .value in

. establishing brood -based prevention`
programs.

Rationale
Programs to develop specific kinds of
attitudes, such as ,self-esteeM or in-

, creased awareness of one's values,
play an important part in helping
individuals evaluate the inforn- iation
by which they make persondl deci-
sions. Such programs 'affe'ct the

9 4
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decisions one .makes when dealing
with friends, family and associates
and in different social settings. These
programs help create the informal
norms (personal rules) that individuals
apply injustifying their behavior.

Recommendation ,.....,
5. There- are many attitude develop,

pent programs in existence. The cre-
. ation of any new prograM should be

based on a need to reach spe ific
target audiences and objectives. nd
should reflect new or ,previous un-
supported information. Documented
'knowledge. shoUld be the guiding
force in developing new programs.

4? \,.
Rationale

Attitude development programs pre-
pare individuals to acquire specific
skills, but they do not create specific
behaviors by themselves. Attitude pro-
grams alone do not constitute a com-
plete prevention effort.

Recornmendcition
6. Skill development programs should

have a broad focus. The addressing
of specific pi-oblem areas, such as
alcohol ,abuse ,and alcoholism, can
be accomplished within the context
of daily living issues. Shill 'develop-
ment programs should include the
skills necessary to understand values,
the decisibn-making process and the
substantive issues individuals need to
reach responsible decisions about
alcohol.

Rationale
Skill development 'programs hold the
greatest promise for reducing alcohol
abuse, alcoholism and related prob-
len-is. They utilize'information and

. attitudes in the ,development of
decision-making skliTs'Wskills required
to arrive at and exercise responsible
decisions ab ut alcc5hol.
Skill develop ent programs offer a

new and cha'lenging approach tof
prevention' education because they
integrate information and attitude de-
yelopment programs into a total pre--
vention effort. The task forCe_considers
'the integration of infOrmation and atti-
tude development programsessential ,

f to success of skill development- and
has founcithat this integration is lack-
ing in programs reviewed to 'date...

Ikecommedation
7: Additional research should be under-

taken to provides direction for the
development of primary prevention
services based bn these questions;

Which framework is best for offering
prevention services? Is it health, deci-
sion making, understanding personal
values, lifelong learning or combina-
tions of these? What are The charac-
teristics and inYerrelationships of each
of these headings?
What importance should be placed
on understanding how a system of,
personal values is arrived (tit and how
decisions are made? How much im-
portance should be givert,,tp subStan--
five issues in skill development? How
can these be blended into a total pre-,.
vention effort?

-4#What program variations are n"Eded
for groups that evidenc: a W-if de- .

gree of vuglerability to alcohol- related
problems?
Which specific programs, accomplish
which objectives. best?
How often should programs be of-
fered to reinforce skills?\
Which norms are required for support-

, irig the program objectives?
N.

1 What blending of programs is ce-
quired to develop skills for daihj-living
decision 'Making? . ,, -* .

What is the need for more ,effective
programs to make individuals spe-
cificblly aware of their personal reac- 1.

tion to alcohol? ,

10
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Rationale
Research programs developed to.
expand what .we know-about alco-
hol misuse shoCild address these
questions. .

Recommendation.

Item
Administrative

Structure

communication
Methods

omrhunication
8. Educatiohal programs proyided by Influences

the socialization agents (family,
schools, peers, reference groups, etc.) eedbac:k

'should be consistent and - Appropriate .

for the consumers and their surrolind;. Reinforcement
ing environment.

Rationale Monitorin g
-Thereis a general lack of programs " Norms

'lay have been thoroughly tested and
evaluated for varying subcultures?
ethnic, socioeconomic arid age
groups. There is also an absence, of
information regarding the' different
programs that will be needed for
group's that evidence a high degree
of vulnerability to alcohol:rioted
problems. ,

MAJOR FINDING

IV. Efforts to establish an effective
mechanism to prevent alcohol-

- related problems have fallen short
because the focus of the efforts-has,
been too narrow andthe target
areas have been too restricted.
There has also been a lack of
cciordination and integration
among those who are involved in
seeking solutions to alcohol-reloted
problems.

,-Services

4

Behavior' .

Rationale

Definition -
The'party(ies) respon-
sible kir orchestrating
the delivery system
The ways messages
pre communicated
Thoseinfluences that,
help pkeopleleOpn

Reaction , individual
statements, -repo its
How,cieCisions ore
strengthened
Assessing progress
Forrhal and informal
rules

The programs that
help people develop
skills to make respon-
sible decisions
What the individual
does

'A

There is. technical and substantive ex-
cellence in. many areas oof human
service education, health, housing
and 'others but the effectiveness of c,

-- each is-limited by its delivery mech-
- anisms,_Consequently, many excellent

services, both public and 'private, do
not read) those who need them.

Recommendation .

2. Tile total edutatigonal system (forni-
lies,*public and private school's, peer
and refergnce gf9Ops, and commu`-
nity influentials such, as the tnedia(,.
volunteer and religioiis organizationS
and the alcohol beverage industries)
should be involved in the design and
operation- of a primary -prevention
program.

Rationale (.
R-eco mendation Since ycohol-related -PrOblems origi-
.1: Any workable and benefidal delivery ' nate-fn all segments of society, pre-

system should .include all these ,,,,,..,qrition effofts should likewise 'be
elements:

,
3

. to the institutions that com-
pose such a cross section.



Recommendation
3. A' process should be identified in

which skill development programs
can be updated as new information-,
on the how's and why's of alcohol
abuse and alcoholism becomes
available. This process, designed to
trronsmit information and reactions
between the people or groups who
develop programs and people who
receive their services, is necessary to`
reduce alcohol misuse.

Ratipnble
Programs must be developed, coordi-
nated and orchestrated on a continu-
ing basis with all other elements of a
delivery system .to achie* a com-
mon goal.

Recommendation
4. The systematic testing of a wide va-
- deity of prevention models to provide

additiOnai information that could
lead to clear and realistic understand-

of alcohol-abuse and,QIcoholism
pr vention should be instituted. ..

Rationale
It is essential that a number bf -deny-
vysYsterrls be developed and made
ready-for action. Demonstrations of
varying types of delivery systems will

- provide information on hoW toAdOgn
each of the elenItents of an effective
delivery system.,

ti
Recommendation
5. Educational services with a primary

prevention focus. should use a num-
ber of delivery4mechapisms, particu-
larly thoe techniques that makelhe
service important and acceptable fo
the user.

Rationale
It is important that delivery Me&-
nisms be relevant to the services to be

provided and- to the people who wi4l
be the recipients of the services.

OR FINDING
V. If we expect alcohol-re-rated

problems to be.significantly reduced
over the long term, public policies
that encourage propriate attitudes
and skills must e eveloped and
implemented now.

RecomMeridation
1. Pbblic policy regarding decisiOns

about alcohol must be initiated in
both ,the public and private sectors.:
It mdst be endorsed by, a vast array
of state, local and national repre-
sentation including the family and
community, business and industry, re-
ligious organizations and educa-
tional, and political. leadership. The
tasks force urges imrnecliale action
through adoption of the policy state- t
ments at the end of this report.

Rationale
. Millions of Americans have mode de-

cisions not to use alcohol or to it
responsibly, but society as a hdle
has foiled to develop clear an . con-

,,,sistent guidelines about responSible
use as well as responsible nonuse.

12

Recommendation
'2., In the final, analysis, public policy,

individual "attitudes andthe persua-
siveness of community leaders, par-
ents and ingitutions will have to be
brought to bear in a coordinated ef-
fprtaimed at giving people an opporr
tunity to deyelop" the skills necessary
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to deal 'with the challenges of .life,
including decisions about alcohol..

Rationale
\lith the definition and development
of such policy and with influential
social groups and 'organizations pro-
viding support and assistance in
implementation, if stlould be easier
for people to make responsible deci-

sions about their lives.

Re .'mmendation
3. A af-rf-cick alcbhol abuse and

alco olism prevention plan is pecom-
mended for 'adoption by the states
and their cochrnunities. This dual-
tr0 plan shoiJld Jae built won (1)
broad -based edunional programs
that ,ht can help the American people

:,rilake responsible decns about
alcohol, Nnd (2) the promulgation of
sensible and enforceable rules and
regulatibns that contribute- to the
goal of responsible decision making.

Rationale
It is recognized that risks exist when
free-choice alternatives are available.
Decisions about alCohol are no ex- -
ception, The challenge is to develop
and deliver programs of individtial
growth arld education that- will
people in the direction of respon .ble
decisions about alcohol, thereby re-
ducing the potential for harm

rx)4

, Recommendation -
,

4.Jhe review, modification and/or
deletion of current Riles and regula-
tions cocerning , beverage alcohol
should be initiated.

Rationale
Many of the rules and laws now in
existence have had minimal "effed
on development df,,,reS-PonAle

ct-
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decision-making behaviors about
alcohol. .

Any alcohol abuse and alcohOliscri
prevention plan/fiat fails to incor-
porate the right, of free choice and
depends totally on the restriction' of
alcoholic

to
sales is contrary

enough to our demoCTatiC way (*life
to be ineffective as a prevention tech-
nique. No .e\iidepce exists which
suggests that efforts to restrict the use
of alcohol have contributed to respon
sible.decision making. The task force,
however, recognizes that some rules
and regulations 'are.necessary and do

. contribute to setting needed public
policy.

4,4

Recommendation
5. Research should be done to deter-

mine the irnptications of,both educa-
tio061 and normative (formal and
informal rules) approachekto various
public policy...issues.

Rationale,
Lbws and regulations are nescessary
'for any nation to.operare in an orderly-
and beneficial way. Whether forrrial
or informal, norms that requir6 and
reinforce responsible decision making
about alcohol are essential to any plan
forthe prevention ofalcohol abuseand
alcoholism. The task force recom-
mends a prevention approach that

<- focuses heavily on education as one
means of establishing informal norms
and enforcing formal norms.

f

^A.

Recommendation
6. Accurate data to establish scientific

evidencet regarding the preventibn
value of age limits for alcohol con-
svmptibn should be Sought.



Rationale
The inconclusive nature of the avail-
able evidence regarding the age limit
questioh makes more difficult, the,.
problem of arriving pt any. clear and
rne-aningful analysis of this emo-
tionally-charged issue. The task force!'
finds no evidence to.support the no--it
Hon 'that legislating .a uniform legal
age will result in resportible deci-
sions about alcohol. Setting different
.ale limits in a single geographic area, -
.however, can encourage irrespon-
sible decision making.

Recommensdation
7. .bother than focusing primarily on un-

_ usual or unconventional legal
ties for those who sell or s'rve
alcoholic beverages, more emphasis
should be placed on developing
other methods (suth a social re-
spbnsi.bilities) as port of the preven-
tion delivery' system. This social
responsibility must be----ifissumed by
a engagedIrn the)-scrie and serving
of/alcoholic beverages. States need
to seek ways to see; that this respo9;
sibility is effectively exercised.

Rationale=
Focusing on the legal responsibilities
of the serving and selling' of alcoholic
beverages does not, in itself, prevent
alcohol related problems. Servers/
sellers could be effective outlets for
_pfevention concepts, such as serving
foods with drinks, recognizing the de-
ciSioh- not to drink and providing
equally attractive and accessible non-
alcoholic drinks, ancim.any other, -re-
`spcinsible behaviors: Thost who>
serve and sell alcoholic ,_be rages
can contribute to responsible alcohol-
use by not urging "another round" for
driversAlcoholic beverages can be
available without being "pushed: .

Recommendation?
8. The hours:of-sale question (control-,

ling the hours of sale of alcoholic bev-
erages) must be answered at the
local level. In-order Or the answers
to contribute to reducing alcohol Mis-
use,' the agencies involved- will .hove
to develop a better apf3reciction for
the total scope oft-tie *cision-making
process as it relates to the use or non-
use of alcohOl.:

Rationale
Th6r,e is no evidence that controlling
the hours of sale of -alcoholic bever-
ages' has resulted in 0- substantial
reduction in faleohol abuse and alco-
holism. The tasb force suggests that a
better understanding .of the decision-
making. process may make "hours
control" more meaningful. if it is a
part of the total prevention program.

Recommendation
9. Lows and regulatiOns:prohibiting the

serving of food with alcohol should
be repealed.

Rationale
Foods slow th absorption rate '0
alcohol in the blood stream, thereby
minimizing possible adverse effects of
the ingestion of beverage alcohol:
Some laws and regulations prohibit
the serving of food with alcohol; these
laws should be. quickly changed. We
should be encouraging t-,ather than
discouTaging serving food when alco-
hol is served.

Recommendation
10. Producers and 'distributors of alco-

holic beverages should promote con-
sumer responsibility in the use of
their products. This could be done
by providing consumers with.COnSis-
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teht,accurate information about how
to use these products as safely as
possible.

Rationale
It has :been 'Itiggested that. Warning
labels, such as those oh cigarette
packages, should be placed on alco-
-holic beverage containers. No evi-
dence has been fund that warning
labels on these co stainers will preyent
alcohol-related problems. However,
the task force encouraged the alcohol
beverage industries to promote guide;
lines for the safe use of their products.

Recommendation
5.

1-1.: In conjunction with other educational
and skill -development methods,
mass media should be utilized to
provide a powerful tool essential to
a . con prehensive preventive edu-
cational. program.

Rationale
Mass media alone cannot be viewed
as an effective prevention program,
but it is an important and perhaps
critical part of the total educational
process. Moss media messages should
be consistent with the behaviors iden-
tified by the .task,force.

There is insufficient data to. indicate
that the advertising-of alcoholic' bev-
erages has either positive oroegative
effect, drinking behaVi.Or or
consumption. . -

Recommendation
12. Further research should be cori-
;I:ducted to determine putting la

ceiling on the number:. of places
licensed to serve alcoholic beverages
contributes td prevention Of kritohol
misuse.

I ;

. .

Rationale;:,
c

Putting
, a Ceiling on the number of

places to ba licensed to serve alto-
holic beverbges probably makes it
easier to enforce local laws and regu-
lations regarding the serving of aka-
holic beverages but may not con,i-
tribute to prevention tof -'6Icohok
related problems.

N

Recommendation -
13. The taxation and price issue must be

resolved, since it is essential to the ,

developrnent'of a sane and rational
prevention stratePgy."

Rationale
Studies are conflictirig, and very
conclusive as to whether higher .taxes
and prices would be an effective pre-

_ vention tool, although it is admitted
that price and taxing policy as a pre-
vention technique discriminates
against lower income groups.*

Recomdatian
14. The potential 'for using methods of

measuring blood alcohol content of
individuals in public drinking, places
is one .example of an approach
whisch might be examined. Although
'such experiences may have educa-
tional value, there are many logis-
tical and cost implications: The task
force is not prepared to red5rnmend
this as a routine practice. To be use-
f r -prevention, such tests or tech-

. piques must be followecrupwith treat-,
ment and educational Programs..

Rationale
Eay., voluntory access to methods of
Measuring blood alcohol content of

1.,indfijduals may arouse personal in-
'- -.te'rest and increase awareness of the

effects of .ingestirtg vario 'amounts
of arcbh61.

z,, .:
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t. ......
TO, .V .. .

FROM: The Office of (the Governor/Agency Head),
Store of

RE:' , Policy Statement on Responsible Decisions About-Altohol* j
In view of the overwhelming evidence relating to the increasingly senor problem f alcohol misuse,
all state-sponsored fLInctions that include the serving of alcohol will od e to and pro ote the following
guidelines regarding alcohol.

When alcohol is served,
The serving of olcohol will be o secondary
focus at these functions.
Food will be served with olcohol.
Drinks will be measured, and hosts or spon-
sors will not urge that glosses be constantly full.
Equally attractive and accessible nonalcoholic
drinks will be provided.
The cocktail hour before dinner will be kept to
o reasonable time and consumption limit. W:
The hOsj or spbnsor of the function should" os-
sume responsibility for thougVUI consideration
of guests' health, safety and pleasure by avoid-
ing intoxication and helping others to do
the some.
It should be recognized thot drunkenness is
neither heolthy, humorous nor safe. Accepting
drunkennes only rewords olcohol misuse.
Alcohol will be served or used only in environ-
ments conducive to pleasant and relaxing
behoviOr.

There 'are two responsible decisions about olcohol. (1) not to serve Of use it, or (2) to serve or use if
responsibly, as outlined ObOve.

a

Signed

Dote

*For this and the following policy,statements. not oll iielrespbnsible behaviors have been-listed. Please
refer to major finding II, recommendation 4 for additional behaviors that might tie appropriate for your
policy §torement.
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TO-

FROM Business. Industry ond Lobor -- _
. liE. Policy Storemenr on Responsible Deasions About Alcohol ----

. .

MEMORANDUM

-In view of the overwtaelming evidence relating to the increasingly serous problems of olcohol
s.onsored furpons that :Mode the serving of olcohol will odhere to and promote the following

guidelines regordingolcohol..d
olcohol is served.
serving of olcofiol ti ill be -a--secondory
of these funcions.

FOod will be served with olcohol.
D'griks will be measured and hosts ot sponsors
will nmisrge thqt glasses be constontly full;
Equally ttroaive and acalssible nonalcoholic
drinks will be provided
The cockroil hour before dinner Will be kept to

= a reasonable nme and_consurnprion limit.
The host or-sponsor-of the function should
assume responsibility for thOixjhrful considerd-
non of guests health, safety and pleasure by
avoiding intoxitotion ond helping others to do
the some.
It should be recognized that drilnkenhess is
neither healthy humorous nor safe. Accepting
drunkenness only rewords olcohol misuse.
Alcohol will be served or used only in environ-
ments conducive to pleosant ond reloxing
behavior.

c,

There ore two responsible decisions obout olc-ohol. (1) not to serve or use it, or (2) to strve or use Jr
responsibly. os outlined above.

43

'Mr

Signed

Dare

I`

IC
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TO 1
MEMORANDUM

FROM The Alcohol Beverage Industries
RE Policy Storenient on Responsible Decisions About Alcohol

In order to serve the communities where our products ore sold ond used d for the purpo e
of preventing the irresponsible use of these products the alcohol beverog industries by th
owe.) initiative will promote dad work in cooperation vat) rhoseNgroups ond organization
involved in develoOng prog Thor encouroge respocisible decisions about olcOholic
beverages We recognize the following os responsible behaviors ond practices ond join in the
commitment to promote their occeptonce
Sititional Responsibilities

I

Respect- ing on individuals decision about
olcohol. especially the dedsion nor ro drink
and recognizing rhot decision by providing
equally ortrocrive and occessible non-
olcoholic drinks when olcohol is served
Servtag food with beveroge alcohol
Providing other odivees os o primary focus
wnen beveroge alcohol is served
Measv rig wnen mixing .ond nor urging
that giosses.be constantly full -.

Keep.ng !necockrail hour before diMer ro
o reasonable' me and consumption limit

,Recognizing o responsibiliry,for the health
sofery and pleasure-of both the drinker and
the nondrinker by avoiding intoxicorion
ond helping others to do the some
Recognizing thor drunkenness is neither
heolthy humorous nor safe Excusing un-
occeproble behoviar just because some-
one has hod too..much to drink serves-no
purpose excepting drunkenness only re-
words alcohol misuse
Making contingency pions for those wno
drink too much. if this occurs despite efforts
to prevent it assume responsibiliry for the
heofth and safety of guestssuch os pro-

, vidiog tronsportorion home or.overnight
accommodations v
Recognizing Thor 50901occeptab;Iiiy does
nor require drinking.

Safety Responsibilities -
prinking only in reloxed ond responsible
sociol situotions
Recognizing that behavior and cifiitudes
affect and influence others especially
children.
Choosing ro ovoid performing,.comple;
tosks such as -opetaring mothiiiery.`driv ing
o cor or engaging in other physical activi-
ties with obvious sofery'llozords. while
under the influence of olcohol. Normixing
alcohol with activities that require skilled
reaction or quick decisions

At-
ze*O - L

Choosing ro ovoid the consumption of
olcohol os the only purpose for porno-
poring in 6 social function

\Choosing ro cvoid riding with ,totinver who
s under the influence of olcohol ond dis-
couraging him or her from driving
Choosing ro obsroin from the use of olcohol
while or work

Health Responsibilities

Recognizing thot the use of alcohol to cope
with problems is high-risk behavior
Drinking slowly and stoying within the
bounds of ones personal responsible con-
sumption limit
Understanding rh one 'nay abstain from

r reasons of health or,

-105 e

the use of alcohol
phySicol fitness

-Heeding the advice bf o physician concern-
ing the consumption of olcohol
Being particularly cautious about consum-
ing olccfrior when other drugs ore being
token
In order ro provide support for the concept

of responsible decisions about olcohol. the
industries will olso

Abide by advertising codes that recognize
responsible drinking behaviors ond that do
notiuggest alcohol os o solution for per-
sonal problems for soda occeptonce or
os o requirembnf for doily living: Further;
the advertising of alcoholic beverages will
not prOmote unreosonoble consumption
of purport wieolistic benefits from con-
sumption.
Utilize marketing techniques and strategies
to convey messages of responsible use or
nonuse of beverage olcohol. in order to
assist in the establishment of public policy
thot ocknowledges irresponsible use of
olcohol os unacceptable.

Signed

Dote

t Vy 11.
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TO:

FROM:

1=6, t

MEMORANDUM

RE: Policy Statement on Responsible Decisions About Alcohol. An ActiOn Plan for Volunteer

and Professionol Organization ),,

In view of the overwhelming evidence that points to the devostoting cost of alcohol and okohol-

tsm to ouriociety, both,in terms of econorric loss and human misery, and in respAse ro rhe in-

creosing need tocnobilize our notion's resources toward the prevention of these problems, this
organization will promote and support jhe following guidelines and policies regarding

-des onsrble decisions about alcohol among the members of this organizprion os,weltos in the

w-eT,ierve.

Alcohol shOuldbe'served and used only in
environments conducive to relaxed and re-
sponsible behovior.
It is not necessary to serve alcoholic bever-
ages at all social occasions

. In order to demonstrate our commitment
to the concepr of prevention and responsible
decisions obout alcohol,
will lead or- cooperate with efforts to

Provide for the members of our orgoi-ii-
zation as well os for the fomilies of the
communities we serve -- accurate. clear
and consistent information re or mg re-
sponsible decisions about &co and the

--concept of prevention. ,
Mobilize community resources for the pur-
pose of facilitating ottitueles and behoviors
leading tb responsible decisions about
alcohol.
Seek promising methods and tebniques
of prevention education and promote their
implementation.
Develop o constituency rhor will help frorhe
public policy regarding the community's re-
sponsibility for the prevention of olcohol
abuse and alcoholism inkthe conrexr of
people's doily living experiences.
Bring this statement to the attention PT the
generol public.

An individuals decision to responsibly use
or responsibly not use alcoholicbeverages
should be respected.
A person should ovoid performing com-
plex tusks, such os operating machinery,
driving o car or engaging in other physical
ocnyines with obvious safety hazards while
under the influence of, alcohol. and should
no mix alcohol with activities that require
skilled reaction or quick decisions_'
It should be recognized that drunkenness
is neither healthy, humorous nor safe and
that it serves no purpose to excwse unac-
ceptable behavior just because someone

--hos had -too much to-cfrink. Accepting_
qlrurthenness only rewords olcohol misuse
iNdividuals should set crpers6nol limit on
the consumption of alcohol that is well with-
inrheir owritimits. which vary from time to
time
Other social octivities should be provided
os rhe primary focus when alcohol is
served.

.

Food should be provided when alcohol is
served.
Equally orrrocrive and accessible non-
alcoholic drinks should be provided when
alcohol is served.
Individuals should recognize 9 responsi-
bility forihe,heoffh:-koferyond pleosure of
both the drinker and nondrinker by &void-
ing intoXicotion and helping others to dd
the Some.
The cocktoil hoar before meols should be
kept ro o reasonable rime and consump-
tion limit.

Sigried

Dote-

. ti

ti
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JOINT RESOLUTION,

Offered

Expressing the sense of the Gener6I Assembly re
garding responsible decisions about alcohol.
Whereas. The problems of alcohol obuse and al-

coholism are taking a heavy toll in ec-
onomic loss and human misery in the
coTmunities of our state and nation
ancj

Whereas. There is overwhelming evidence to sup-
port the premise that treatment of these
problems while stirobsolutely neces-

sary is nor sufficient to the purpose of
long-range reduction or sOlution to the
problems and

Whereas. There needs to be developed a public
policy that makes prevention a priority
issue in order to diminish the problems
of alcohol abuse and alcoholism and

Whereas, Prevention education will require the et-
, forts of many influential elements in our

society including the school family
church business industry and labor so
as to develop comprehensive systems
for delivering prevention' services in a
more integrated and cooperative fash-
ion and .

Whereas: The seriousness of the problems of alco-
hol abuse andalcoholism is recognized
and the need for,the development of
public policy that supports specific re-
sponsible decision making practices
about alcohol is on urgent priority there-

- fore be it
Resolved. Thor the general assembly of the state

of
urges_all citizens and organizations to
become familiar with issues relating
to the exercising of individual responsi-
bility about alcohol and furthermore if
one drinks ro revievG personal drinking
practices and attitudes for thelourpose
of maintaining or developing-practices
likely ro be most effective in protecting
ones health happiness and well being
as well as that of others therefPre be it
further

Resolved. That the general assembly of the state
of . _

does nor wish ro interfele with lawful
private decisions about alcohol how-
eVer ro assist the citizens of our stare in

. examining issues and personal practices
the following quid Ines are provided for
consideration

Sitbational Responsibilities
Respecting on individuals decision about dlcohol
-people Kaye a right nor to drink just as they
hove right to drink responsibly
Reco nizing the decision not ro drink by pro-
vide equally ottractive ond accessible non&

. coh Iic drinks when alcohol is served,

a ,

y

Recognizing a responsibility for the health safety
and pleasure of both-the drinker and the non-
drinker by aviording _intoxication and helping
others to do the/some
Providing other accivittes when beverage alcohol
is served drinking should not be the maim pur-
pose of any activity
Providing food when alcohol is served
Measuring when mixing drinks and not urging
that glasses be constantly full
Keeping the cocktail hour before dinner to a rea-
sonable time and Eonsumption limit
Recognizing that drunkenness is neither healthy
humorous nor safe and that it serves no purpose
to,excuse_unacceptable behavior just because
someone has had too muctvtadrink Accept-
ing drurikenness.only rewords alcohol misuse .

Making contingency plans for those who drInk._
too much If this occurs despite efforts ro prevent
it assume responsibility for the health ond Safety
of guests-such as providing n'ansportation
home or overnight accommodations

Safety Responsibilities
,Choosing to avoid performing complex fqsks
such as operating machinery driving a car or en- 6
gaging in other physical activities with obvious_

(alcohol,

hazards while' under the influence of
f alcohol ond not mixing alcohol with activities

that require skilled reaction or quick decisions
Choosing ro avoid riding with a driver who is
under the influence of alcohol and discouraging
him or her from eilraving
Recognizing thathehavior and attitudes affect
and influence others especially children
Drinking only in relaxed and responsible solid
situations
Drinking in moderation when one chooses to
drink

Health Responsibilities 6

UnderSttinding that one may abstain from the
use of alcohol for reasons of health or physical
fifhess
Setting a limit on the consumption of alcohol
that is well within ones own limits remember-
ing that they will vary from time ro time
Being particularly cautidUs about using alcohol
when other drugs are taken
Recognizing, that alcohOris a pharmacological
drug and understonding its effects on the body,
brain ond thought processes
Heeding the advice of a physician with respect
to e consumption of, alcohol
Re nizing thotthe use of alcohoffor purpose's
of c inij-With problems is high-risk behovior.
Watc g for dramatic chonges in personolity
or mood while drinking since these can be on
early sign,,of a problem that needs attention.

Apcognizing that one need not drink ro be ac-
ceptedor.liked by others
Drinking slowly and avoiding gulping ci drink
There are physical limits ro how quickly ones
body con absorb and metabolize alcohol. ,

.,20
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I plementing Responsible
Decisions About Alcohol

The Task Force on
Respodsible -Decisions
About Alcohol, formed'
by the Education Com-
mission of the States
(ECS) and the National

Institute 'on Alcohol, Abuse and Alco-
holism (NIAAA), has identified two com-
mon, attainable goals:

1.*To work for the acceptance and
application of identified behaviors
that promote both awareness' and
responsibility for decisions about
alcohol; and

2. To recommend the formulation of
state/national policies l'hat support

o positive approaches to the reduction
of alcohol misuse.

r

A decision was reached by the task
force to-develop this program on the'.
broad base of change in'attitudes
about-the use or nonuse of alcohol in
society; about how society deals, with
the prevention of alcohol-related frob-
lems; and in behavior= as it relates to
the use or nonuse of .alcohol:

The task force recommends that the
governor of each state be the catalyst
for state participation in preventive
education and that he or she.convene a
panel of advisors known for their ability
to activate people and .orojects. Using
the assistance of a governor's panel
and the organizational elements pro-
vided by 'the task force, participating
states and communities can develop
preventive 'educational prOgrams to
build skills for decision mcaking suited
to their particular needs and resources.

'The organizbfionpl elements include
how change occursva0 who makes it
happen; the identificatiankof 30 fespon-
sible behaviors .about alcoholi a wide
range of information to aid in choosing
the administration of the program; who
might act as influences and support
systems; the role of communication in
sending and-receiving information; how
existing laws and social customs have
an effect on change; and types of rein-
forcement, monitoring and evaluation
for determining change. Models are out-
lined as exomples of how these ele-
ments may -fit together as workable,
plans of action to provide preventive
educational programs administered
through the state, existing agencies or
institutions, communities or priy'ate
industry.

The conceit stressed by the task force
to minimize alcohol mi-se is one of
preyention rather than crb-s. reaction.
This indicates primarily the integration
of skills for daily living with hdalthy
attitudes and behaviors about alcohol.
It further suggests that lawspnd regulb-
tions be evaluated to determine if they
contribute to a supportive environment
in whiCh people can actually practice
these, responsible attitu'des and
behaviors.

,This positive viewpoint is offered as
an invitation to community leaders,
parents, religious organizations, educa-
tors, unio.P6, the media and public
officials to reduce the problems caused
by the misuse of alcohol..

The task force invites you to contact
ECS for additional materials and infor-
mation for planning y,obr preventive
approaches to reduce alcohol-related
problems and far formulating- public

'policy decisions.

51
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education is the deliberate
cultivation of the ability to
make wise decisions and to
execute them effectively in
all areas of life.

Asehel Woodruff

Designing ci Program for Change

In determining that
elements of l'our daily
life may coAtribute to
the abuse of beverage
alcohol, the Education
Commission of the

States Task Force On Responsible_ Deci-
sions About Alcohol has charted a
direction for public policy to reduce the
incidence of problems rel6ted to he
misuse of alcohol. Because of the w
done by the task force and. other grow
over the pasryears, the real challenge;
no longer lies, in defining what public
'010 should be but rat-her 1)05w that

,p licy is to be accepted and
implemented.

gr
The task force invites community

leaders, citizen groups, parents, religious
organizcations, educators, unions, em-
ployer's, the media and public..officials
to implement effective programs to
reduce people's misuse of alcohol. It
is a call to help reduce the need foi-
treatment of those who abuse alcohol
by the prevention of alcohol-related
problems through, efficient delivery of
services. It is ,.a -call to busiass and,
indu,sqyito-feduce the billions of dollars
lost annbolly as a,result of alcohol-
related problems. It is a call for families
andlriends to translate the concern they

have fof their loved ones into pbsitive
attitudes fhat result in responsbe deci-
sion making about the use or nonuse of
beverage alcohol.

The work done by the task force is
not a prekription to treat the ills of
alcohol abuse. It is a positive and forth-
right call to promote health, social and
cuy:oral well being through responsible
decisions about alcohol.

Inorder for the information contained
in this document to have real meaning,
it must be-clearly understood that its
purpose is to effect change change in
attitudes' abakt the role of alcohol in our
socjety,*change in the way our society
attempfs to prevent the problems of
alcohol abuse and alcoholism, and ulti-
mately change in behavior as it relates
to the use or' nonuse of alCohol.

In order to translate the conclusions
of the task fdrce into positive programs
to effect, chalnge, it is first necessary to
analyze the !process of change arid to
design a program for implementing an
alcohol 9bOse prevention education
effort.

I

't
How Chan e Occurs e

1The impe us for change is often pro-
vided by a crisis that creates pres&Jre
and results n the recagon of a need
and a plan f action to,rnbet that need.
For examp 4.4e-s-fFe crisis caused by
widesprebd polio in the 1940s that led
to o massive effort to find p.-c0-e, con-
vince people to accept tie cure and
implement a- program that has now all
but removed polio from the American
scene. It was the response to a- crisi,s,
that activated all the forces required'10

. ,assure a positive change.

.52 3 Te-
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In the case of alcohol abuse, the prob-
lem" most easily recognised and
accepted Is the cost of alcohol misuse
to the nation, the state and the tax-
payer and the tremendous human cost

.

to thd victim of alcohol 'abuse, his or-
Arher faMily, friends and associates. .

The problem of alcohol abuse is an
.easy problem to-describe. It can be

_ in statistics compiled by a
federal agency thatinsfsegures the dollar
loss -to taxpayers, and it' can be
described in terms' of cost to local and
-state governments, to business and in-
dustry, to property. It is'a problem that
contributes heavily° td other public and
private expenditures in 'areas such, as
child abuse, public' assistance, public
health, traffic violations and accidents;
and criminal justice. It is a problem that
can be described in countless stories of

_tormented families and lOst opportuni-
ties. Alcohol problems, when considered
in their interrelationships with many
other social problems, are complex
issues that will require priority atten-
tion to prevent their continuing
occurrence in our society;

From Concern to allenge

Only when the concern
15 widely recognized
as a priority need is
there a real oppor-
turlity to establish a
plan of action. It is the

recommendation of this task force that
the call kir ad-ion specifically come from
the'povernor in' each state. Unless there
is aStrong commitment 61, him or her
and

strong
corresponding support of the

state legislaturd to begin addressing
alcohol-related Rtodems from 'a pre-
vention rather thcin a crisis-intervention

5:3.

approach, significant changes will
-not:occur:

It is further recommended that, if we
are to draw attention successfully to the
dramatic undertaking of "doing some '..
thing" about the misuse of alcohol, an ,

advocacy panel should be appointed
by the governor. This advocacy panel
should consist of citizens in the JOE,
who are known for their, leadership
capabilities ''to initiate change. They
must be respected throughout the state
both personally and for the positions
they hold in business, industry, the
media, labor organizations, the church,
the medical .professions and other ,
groups or volunteer organizations that :

vary in importance from one, section of
the country to. another.

\-

The pariel's objectives should be to
advocate change .in servic.% aklivew
and in people's attitudes and ioehavicis
toward alcohol; tb lend support to state-
and community preventive educational
efforts; and to assure options for follow
though at the state and community
lev Is. It shbuld be concerned with the--
de oprnent of, public policy for its
state and for the programs designed to
implement that policy. The panel should
be directly responsible to the governor

. and provided with sufficient staff 'to:
Garry out its work. , ,

A Search for SOlutions

The next stags in
the process is a search
for solutions to. the
problems of. alcohol
misuse'. This usually
lakes the form of

either analyzinq4xisting research or
conducting, new studies. At this stage,



there is a risk of adopting "quick and
easy" solutions for the purposes of
expediency or a change for ,change's.
sake. One purpose of 1h6 state's.
advocacy panel is to avoid narrow and
simplistic answers to complex problems.

,,Numerous public, private and-volun-
tary, prevention resources exist at the
state and local levels. Some of them are
charged by legislation with responsi-
bilities for prevention. Stare agency
personnel, such as the state alcohol
authority, state departments of educa-
tion, health, welfare and transportation,
the "judiciaryl_and law enforcement, as
well as the many other citizen advisory
councils and organizations that are con-
cerned- with prevention needs, sho.uld
be utilized by the advocacy panel for
the special knowledge and background

. they have to contributeto the develop-
. ment of a comprehensive prevention /

plan for their state. The panel should
seek from these resources to identify
what prevention resources are avail-
able and how they are delivered, what
gaps in services and delivery mechan-
isms now exist and specific recom-
mendatiorls as to how to develop an
inte rated .network for a more_ efficient
ser ice delivery mechanism. These
resources can be particularly informa-
t e regarding whgt prevention models

_might be 'most apOropriate for meeting
state and local prevention needs:Their
testimony will be summarized by the
panel and presented to the governor
in° the form of recommendittions for
.change.

The task_ force strongly recommends
that existing prevention agency person-
nel should not sit on the advocacy panel
itself lest the states run the risk of ie-

., plowing old ground or involving exist-
.

of

Frig frictions in the development of a
comprehensive prevention plan. Further,
it commends this final report as the
basis upon which any new plans be
constructbdit recomitends, too,that the
staff and .resources of ,the Education
CommissiOn of the States be utilized in
this, developmental process. The task
force and staff have worked together
for over three years to determine what
might Or might not contribute to people
practicing responsible decisions about
alcohol. it is time to test these
recommendations time for !states to
consider the alternatives-and to design
a prevention plan consistent. with the
task force's recommendations-to rrieet
theit, individual state needs. '7' a

o

Working Toward Solutions

-energyof -energy in the initial sta9es, and
attempts to find the best onsWer often
result in,studying the problem to death
without reaching the implementation

.-stage.-Wit4,ut a .successful 5ompletion
of this stag,e\ however, change cannot'
occur. Action as well as answers are
needed. Once a solutioni has been im-
plemented, it then becomes necessary
to evaluate the effort to determine the
degree of success. This enables us to
deterrpine the best portions of our solu-
tiOn, modify others and discord those
portions that failed-

.

Recognizing the concern, accgpting the
need, establishing a frame\4/Ork to im-
plement change, agreeing on solutions
and implementing them is a course of

The next step in the
change process is td
implement a possible
solution. Many efforts
of change tend to ex-
pend great amounts



action, that holds high p-romise for re-
solving the problems of alcohol misuse.
This process, then, IS 'a model for-the
prac,ess of change. It is described
graphically in Figure 1.

. Thdevelopment and irnementa-
,tion- of policies to effect change as
described in this report and the change
process.itself is a long-range and corn-
plex plan. Intermittent goals can beset
qnd realized at various points in time,
but the achievement of the total effo3.0
will be a long-range Process. It is nibt
unrealistic to assume that several de-
Codes will pass before this can te
atcoryi lithed.

The "Personalities" of Change
,

,Also important to understanding
change is,eunderstonding the'Personali-
ties': or roles" of change. Different

d,ividuals, .gro.ups, organizations 'and.
,governmental structures will all:have a
part or role to play in the process Of
reducing alcohol misuse'and promoting
responsible de isiOri, rn.aking. Under:
standing what r must be played will
help to invo individuals and orgahi-
zations necessarrfor success

. Thecatalystmaynot
have any solutions but
is someone usually
5 isturbqd . by the
status qua:' This per-

,

son applies pressure
or draws attention to cr concern that
usually causes the system (an otaniza-
non, agency, group of 'People or society)
to take action and begin working on its
problems. As with the earlier example of
polio,in the 1940s, President Roosevelt
as.a victim of polio served as a catalyst

,for Chang,-4 although he- did inot
personally firtid a solution to the rirob-

- .

2.

lern. The task force recommends that .4
goyernors play the role of catalyst in
this process of change.

The solution giver is
usually -o skilled or
experience,d. person
who hqs. ideas and
believes they should
be adopted by others

to solve the problem. Any effective
solution giver should be knowledge-
able about the problem and skilled
enough to be of assistance in making
necessary adaptations.. Qnce again in
our polio example, Dr. Salk proved to
be the solution giver although he did
not personally implement the solution.
In the case of developing b significant
alcohol misuse prevention program, the
Education Commission of the States
Task Force on Responsible Decisions
About Alcohol has acted, as o solution
giyer.

The process helper
is Probably the most
important of all the
change agents. He or
she is usually,. skilled
in .the various stages

of the Chtinge process, is knowledgeable
about -how the change 'comes about
and understands, the- process as it
applies to .both' individuals -and organi.
gltions. It is doubtful if successful and
effectime change can be brought 'about
without the assistance of such.° person.
He br she must assist others in under-
standing the "how to". of change and
help -(1) define.toeeds, (2) deterthine
goals- and objectives, (3) develop ap-
propriate resources and (4) create,
implement and evaluate solutions. In
the polio example, the process helper
was thousandSe of talented and
dedicated health officials who identified'

55 .
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and/or implemented the solutions[The
advocacy panel previously described
is the prOces5 helper. for effecting

-0 change as described in this task force
report. In models discussed later in this
report, there are many potential pro-
cess helpers including government'

, agencies. volunteer groups dnd
munity zssoctations.

Amy problems, never 'get solved,
and many. innovotive programs are'
never emented because the per;
son. who nderstonds the process of

- "ho 'Id" is of meaningfully involved.

Lech, of th ,three Orsocialiies of
onge is esse al to the process. B'y

nderstanding ho must be involved
and ,what. eoc muss do. the effort to
reduce 7olcohokrelated problems, will
yield a much greater opportunity for
success.

Designiraao System for the Delivery
of Primary Preyentive' Educational

,

The 'concept of re-
ducing alcohol mis-
use throu:gh the kinds..
of services

mechcinisms
described in'this report

is-kelptively nev,(,.,in 'the United. States.
and thOse,who employ be'path-
finders in the effort to ifxi,prove, the
qualify of the decisions people moke in
their lives:Frarn .the experience'of those

first undertake these pioneering
--programs will come volu-able lessons

and insights' that an be usecf by Others
wh6 wil).follpw later.

Mciny of the issues that must be
resolved wriite planning and imple-

5;

menting on effective deliver-Y. system
fo he prevention of alcohol-related
prOdems'and the promotion of health-

NI living practices .are discussed in this
find report of the task- force. No blue-
print for action can be expected to
anticipate all oithe problems that are
likely to be encountered in the diverse
towns, cities and communities of our
nation. Social-, political and cultural
factors in each locality will require_
modifitcation of these proposed
strategies. It is from this diversity, how-
'ever, that we will continue to add to
our knowledge of why alcohol abuse
occurs andhow it may be reduced.

Even given the diversities that exist,
however, there ore points, of common

rrient upon which most, if not all,
strategies may be bdsed. Ir should
remembered that he cornpositio f
the .tusk force rdlects much of the

'Political, geogiophic. social ali(Profes-
sion,a! diversitis that exist in Americo.
Its-conclusions and proposals reflect tie
consistent, overwhelming points' of
agreement upon which common
strolegies may be built.

P.

point of Agreement: Expected
Behaviors

8

a
In :suggesting o

-solution aimed at., .,
prevent-frig alcohol .

use related harm, it is
reasonable to ex,
people to a ow

do we measure success? The answer -

is '-'We expect people to-,odopt specific
attitudesc and demonstrate specific
behaviorts that show we have accom,
plished our goal. namely to prevent
abuse or misuse of altdhor

r
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For example. it would be reasonable
to expect people to\Tcognize that cer-
tain individuals ore so sensitive tb the
use of beverage alcoht that the most
responsible decision t eji can ever
make is to abstain from its use; this
would be particularly true for those
incividualS whose abnormal reaction
to alcohol results in alcoholism. In other.
instances, it would be reasonable to
expect people to accept the. foci that it
is dangerous to drink, .and drive or 'to
drink to the point of drunkenness. Ulti-
mately, we expect people To de"mon-
strate in their everyday life the.ab.11ity
to make responsible decisions about
alcohol Ooosing' nor to drink or
choosfrig to drink responsibly based
on the situotionol- health- onscl safety-
relcited behavtor,s outlined by the task
force.

. The procedures Jtechniques and
strategies employed-in the delivery. sys-

_ tem anticipate 'occePThonce op
adoption of 'these expected behovio
or attitudes. Thus. these behaviors on
attitudes must be compatible with 11-\)e
values held by persons In.the society in
which ,the __services will be delivelled.
The desired behaviors shopfd elSb ,be
examined in terms of whether it is politi-
cally and economkolly feasible to
achieve them. The., problem is real:
therefore. the 'proposed solution must
be both real and achievable.

. s

The following items are task. force
recommendations for attitudes and
behaviors that cfre indicative of respon-
sible decisions °Nut- alcohol (either
not to use it or to use it in a respon-
sible manner). Their acceptance and,.
adoption should enable citizens to
practice and demonstrate responsible
nonuse or use cif alcohol.

'Situational Res)onsibilities
'40, 4

It is important to
Provide -other activ-
ities when beverage
alcohol is served.
Drinking Abuld not
be the main purpose
of any activity.

Respect on individual's decision about.
'alcohol. People hoye a right not to
'drink just as they have o righrto drink
responsibly.
Recognize that alcoholic beverages
do not hove to be served at-every.
social occasion.
Recognize the decision not to drip
by providing equally attractive a
accessible nonalcoholic drinl w
alcohol is served.
Recognize that drunkenness is neither
healthy, humorous nor safe. Excusing
unacceptable behavior just because
someone has had -too much to drink-
serves no purpos6; acceptirig
drunkenhess only rewards alcohol
misuse.
Provide food when alcohol is served.

Measure when mixing drinks and do
not urge that glases be constantly
-full.

Keep the cocktail hour befoFe dinner
to a reasonable time and consurnp-
tion _limit.
Recognize responsibility _for ,cihe
health. sQfety and 'pleasure of both
the drinker and the nondrinker by
avoiding intoxication and helping
others to do-the some. -

Moke contingency plansfor those who
drink too much. If this occurs despise
efforts to prevent it, ossu e responsi-
bility for the health on sofZ of
guests such, as providing trons-
portation home or. overnight
accommoddfrons

9
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If you decide to drink, recognize that
it is usually better not to drink alone.
If youfeel you are having a problem

.- with alcohol, discuss that problem
with others.
Get involved and try 'to help- when
Someone close to you is beginning to

, have a problem with alcohol.
Serve or use alcohol only in settings
that are conducive to pleasant and
relpxing behavior. .
Understand why you have made your
own decision not to use alcohol or to
use it responsibly.
Base your own decision to abstain on
good reasons. Do not use unreason-
able guilt or fear as weapons to
discourage others from choosing
t o drink responsibly.

Health Responsibilities

_ Since, alcohol canej affect health, it is im-40 .-4 portant to

Drinaslowly and avoid ping a drink;
there are physical limits to how quickly
the.body can abk.rb. and metabolize
alcohOl.
Recognize that, for those inc iyiduals
who suffer from the,illness of-alcohol-
ism, .the most responsible decision is
to abstain.

Safeijf Responsibilities

Understand that you may abstain
from the use of alcohol for reasons of
health or physical fitness.

- Set a limit on the, consumption of
alcohol thbt is well within your limits,

. rernemberin hot they will vary from
time to tim
Be pbrfIC riy cautious bout using
alcohOl when other drugs are taken-, x

Recognize -that: alcohol is a phar--
macological drug- and understand its
effects on the body, brain and thought
-processes:
feed the, Qdvice of a physician con-
terOing- thg5 consumption of alcohol.
Recognize thaf the use of alcohol
for purposes Of coping with problems
is' high-risk behavior.
ReCognize, that one need not drink to
be 'accepted or liked.by_others.

It is, important to
Ammo,.a play if safe" and

Avoid performing complex tasks, such
as operating machinery, driving a car
or engaging in other physical activities.
with obvious safety hazards, while
under tft influence of alcohol. Do not
mix alcohol with activities that requiref.7.-r---
skilled reaction or quick decisions.
Avoid riding with a driver who is .under
the influence of alCohol and dis-
courage, him or her from driving.,
Recogni e that behavior and attitudes
affect an influehce thers, especially
children:
Drink only in re axed and respo sible
social situations.
Drink in moderation when you choose
to drink.

.
-

Thus! before a projectis begun, it is
eitiential .to kno\i> the expected oeit-
come's. In this way, efforts can be more *-:t
effectively planned and controlled. In
short, before one plans homi to reach"
destination, it_ makes sense first4 to know
what one's destination is. The exp'ecte$
outcomes are the above behaviors,

Point of Agreement: The Elements
of a Delivery Sytem

Once the behOiors and attitudeS
have t;:ie_en, identifiec) that, it is hoped,
people will adopt and 'apply, it is im-
portant to look or the process to

i* -
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used to transmit the desired behaviors
to the intended audience. This process

called a delivery system. A workable
delivery system should include the ele-
Ments shOwn in Figure 2. A narrative of
each of the elements follows.

Administrative Structure

community prevention: efforts. Corn-
muoity volunteer groups or local gov-
ernments would respond independently
to local problems Under the more de-

ntralized plan.

Three i m portant fac:
tors previously dis-
cussed.in this docu-
ment, includc the
change process; the
expWed,behaviors

that, if bdoptedand applied- bxpeople
in a comenubity, can "be-medSured to
determine the extent to which people
are maktng responsible decisions about
alcohol; and o model, (delivery system)
for transmitting' these bebbviors.

Having demonstrated a need far the.
development and the delivery Of pre-
ventive ecrucational programs and,the
expected outcomes, a state- or corn-
*munity -must make some decisions
about how thoseoutcomes will be
achievjJ. Any delivery system' mist
have an administrative structure that is
responsible for program design, imple-
mentation and evaluation. The tas'
force has identified three administrative
structure for developing workable de-

. liveFy=systerng.

One structure is centralized, calling
for a single agenCy or organization to
orchestrate the design, implethentation

--and evaluation of a tv_state ide prevenr.
, fion plan. ThesecOnd is d Centralized -.--

communities orchestra e community,
plans. Under a decentralized approach,
one or several state agencies::: and or-
ganizations work to _help encourage

69
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Another variation involves assigning
the overall, goals -and agreements of
the prevention plan to those agencies
and organizations that already have
responsibilities for health or safety. Such
agencies and oranizatiOns include the
state alcoholism authority, state volun-
tary alcoholism agencies; departments
of-education, health, mental health,
traffic safety; alcohol beverage control
board; or an intergovernmental agency
representing each o these agencies
and organizations.

A state or, community must det ine
which administrative structure is Most
appropriate for achieving the outcomes
specified. Regarding the agents within
a state or community, lhere are sonie
important considerations:

The Leaders

It is important to identify the formal
leodership in a community, ln some
communities the chain of command -is
loose ih ;others, it is- very structured: A
good understanding of tlie leadership -
structure and -a strong relationship with,
it is important.

The Influentials

The informal channels and leadership
inpCommunitydre also irnif-)ortant. TN!
preople,to whom others turn for advice;
opinions and 'new ideas and whOse
conduct, examples and teachings influ-
enCe others may be the people who set
standards in the community, even
though they do not hOve formal titles...,

;(2
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Delivery System
7

Ir
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Administrative Strudure
(The partyOes) responsible
for orchestrating the
dtvely system)

Communication Methods
(The wags messages
are communicated)

Comm6nication
Influences.

(Those influences
that help people
learn)

aehavior
,(What the
individual

' does)

2-

ff

Monitor ng
(Assessing progress)

Feedback
(Peaaions,
individual* statements,
reports) -
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Services
(The programs thcit help
people .develop skill
to make responsible
decisions)

**,

(Norms
(Formal arlinformal rules)

o
ReinforCement
ecisions are strengthened)

ik
Figure,,2
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.The Gatekeepers

People who hold key positions rela-
tive to information and idea" flov play,
critical roles. They moy not have a for-c
mal or informal leadership position, buil-
by virtueof their positions, they can af-
fecrthe change proc6ss. The mayor's
secretary or a newspaper editor are
examples.

The Community Orchestrator

it is probable that 'members of the
adminiStrative structure at the commu-
nity level hold full-time jobs. It is alSo
possible that they may not be experi-
enced Tchange agents (process helpers)
who have, expertise in this area. To fa- .

cilitate the. success of the froject, the
council may want to find someone
either within the .community or outside
the community to orchestrate the ac-
tivities of the -prevention program: As
mentioned earlier, officials from a state
agency or organization could serve as
the community prevention orchegtrci-
tor. There are -pros and cobs.related to
selecting either an insider or an outsider;

v. some,are reviewed below.

'CL

111

Can relate to the community's needs
ancrgoals.-Is familiar and known by
other membets of the community;
therefore, is nonthreatening to those

. suspiciobs of anything "hew:'

CONS

Possibly lacks perspective. May-notbe
able to seethe "big picture"' os he or
she may already have a predeter-
mined bias.
M®y not.have the skills related to the
changeprocess. May lack training and
experience.
May be lacking ,a power base. f here=
fore, his or her plans. may be chal-
lenged t* superiors.
May discOver past accomplishments
or failures to be drawbacks.
May have limited independence and
freedom. The time and energy

. 'needed..to direct. the project may be
taken up in other pursuits.
May have'to re
As thisaniew tasl
the community
relating to him
associate the person with his or her

Vine his or her role.
is Taken on, others in

may have difficulty in
r.her as they m'ay not

new rOle.

The Inside Orchestrator The OutSide,Orchestrator

'PROS.

Is a -new entity and can begin fresh
without a negative image. .

Can_look at the community objectively
and has no "axe to grind:' '
Doe's hot-identify with any factiokin'.
the' Community and has a certain

f-cirnolint of.independence. '
May have an awareness and skill fac-.
for beyond that possessed" by other
meribers of the comalunity.

PROS

KnoWs the .,Community. Dhows the
leaderS and influentials; can more
easily identify, the power structure.

..
.
Knows the jargon. Knows how people

- discuss their problems; is familiar with
their style and accent.
Is familiar with the norms .4 the com-
.munity and probably holds the same
beliefs, attitudes and behaviors as the
rest of the community.

-13
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CONS
.

Is an outsider, a stranger, and may
represent a threat.
May not understand the, community,.
its values and norms.
May not be able to relate to and
identifywith the community. May be'
indifferent to its needs.

Perhaps there are other advantages
ti

and disadvantages that could be listed,
but the above list should serve to stimu-
late some thinking in this area.,Neither
the inside nor, the outside person has
any, decided advantage, and perhaps
d teach approach could be considered e

to capitalize on the strengths of both
positions.:

Services

Having selected
and evaluated be-
haviors in terms of

X111 _ their relolionship to,;
'controlling the prob-
lem of alcOhraMbTrs-es-----hm

and alcoholism, their compatibility with,.
widely held values and their feasibility

, (both political and economic), the next
step in the delivery system is for the ad-
ministrative structure to outlige those
services that ore needed to bring about
the desired behaviors. In This case, ser-
vices refer to ththe ctivities and pro-
grams Thar react" pe le, how to make
responsible decision a alcohol.

Basitally, _there are" Three .types of
educational services that assist people
in making sensible decisions about liv-
ing in a clanking society. First, there ON
iriormatiori services. These aro3efs:/ices
that convey some body of knOwledge
or facts to a group of persons. The sec-

and types of service is that of attitude
development. These are Services' that
seek to explore thoughts, feelings or at-.
titudes dboUt a particular subject. The
third typepf service is that of skill devel-
opment. This is a service that seeks to
give peoOle the experience in making
responsible decisions about certain situ-
ations that confront them in daily living.,

The variety of appropriate educa-
tional services that any community pro-
vides would be ,limited more by the
availability of resources. rind' imagina-
tion than the availability of technical
knowled e and expertise. The following
collectio only suggestive of tti)e ya
riety and, ty es of educational services:
radio and television spots and pro-
grams (talk sho s, news features, etc:);
ma9azineAnd n wspaper articles; bill-
boards, posers and burn-per stickers;
films and sli e-tape shows; brochures,
pamphlets' and other publications;
stuffers, pins and stickers contining,
"messages" about responsibltr deci-
sions; lectures and plays; curricular

aterial ,for_getleral audiences;, small
group interaction and decision-making
experiences.

U,

The public and private elementary
and secondary schools should have ad-
ministrative manuals and handbooks;
policy decision statements on goals for
education, desirable student outcomes
and teacher-competencies; training
tools for school persbnnel and curricular
tools for -use with students.

Some clear criteria must be estab-
lished at the very onset thcit can be used
to guide the, deNe,,lcapinLen_t; of services.
Some of the broad criteria applying to
both content and approach that might
be considered are, described:



1 The prOgr ms must, clearly addreSS)
primary prevention.

- 2_ The program.shoulddemonsYrate a
positive focus th'roughbut, aiming to-
ward- the promotion of healthful

,.diving practices and attitudes and the
development of human potential

**based on knowledge of the key issues
invokied; i.e., alcohol misuse and
alcoholism.

3. Some of these factors should be pres-
ent in all prevention services:

The consciou45 development' of a
positive,' healthy self- concept.
The acquiring of life -skills that in-

. dude the -Skit's or-communiccition,
decision making, problem solving,
interperSanal relations, coping with
stress rind anxiety, routine life func-
tions (all the way from knowing
how to case a check to raising a-
child), and wage earning and co:m
reer skills.
The development of sensible atti-
tudes about others and life in gen-
eral that allow the individual' to
keep himself/herself in perspective.
The learning and practicing of ap-
propriate attitudes and, behaviors
toward abstaining and drinking.
The recognitionf factors that affect
one's react(ons' to alcohol.
The learning of facts, caocepts rind
other information essential to the
acquisition of /the above items.

4. The intended outcomes (learning)
should be conistent with the desired
behaviors and attitudes that' have
been ,fOrmaN, accepted 19 the stat,e,
and communities and consistent with
knowledge in the field.

5. Since there is no single target group.
the'selection and developmental
process must strive fora comprehen-

.1

a 4

sive assortment of services hat ad-
dress (from birth to c4eath)
general community. population as
well as specific groups.

6. All programs should focus on the
learners "here and now:' not on 'this
will happen to you softie day. if and
when...

7. ,All services should be -adaptable
the local reds, target groups or
learning environments.

0

To the greatest extent possible, the
administrative structure and service pro:,
viders should follow the steps listed be-
low to insure that these criteria are met:

_ 1. 'Establish clear criteria and procedUres
for eialuating and reviewing' any
service.

2. Carefully review and evaluate. all
services that can be identified; cata-
log all services; identify gaps and
write specifications for!the type of
Nservice that will. qdequately fill the
dap; de'Velep new materials accord-
ing to the *SPecifications or modify
existing ,programs according to
stated specifications and objectives.

3. Develop planning and production
procedures that insure that,. in oddi
tion to theTpotential delive'rffr, the

- anticipated lecirner (target group) is
actively invoKied throughout_ the
profess:

4. ,Pilot test, evaluate and validate every,
service before Disseminating it, It is
even desirable to conduct a; double
pilot testing to insure that the modi;
f,icatio0 are correct.? Beca(ise pre
Vention concepts messages and ,

behaviors are so in<portant, pra-grarry
ideliverers must know exactly what is
learned, not only what was intended
to. be taught. .

,1
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Nemi---serviceS must- be ca efully
planned. The ptomotion of he lthful
living is not oicrisis service; stars and
communities must continually guard
against the eagerness to:".get some-
thing out there" until it has been
properly developed.

5. Training programs should be estab-
-<-

lisheci for all state and local deliverers
before any ,community progr.am is

'initiated or any new .service is'
disseminated,

.

It .is important to remember that the"e
utilization of any one type of informa-
tion service will, hot bring about the
desired behaviors. Transmission of in
formation via posters, newspapers,
radio; television, etc can only inform
the public and make them more knowl-
edgeable, but behavioral change
depends on more than information
alone. Besides knowlsdge about the

°, situation, behavioral change is depend-
enfon having the proper attitudes
toward change (thus the need for atti-
tude development ervices) and the
making of decisions
or use of alcohol (thus- th
development 'services).

about the nonuse
need for skill

The administrative structure orches-
trates the delivery system, and the ser-
viceibring about the desired behaviors.
.7AdrrIfftedly,sthis is an oversimplification
of a complex process. There me also a
number of other elements within- the
model. that play an important role in
the succeSs of any delivery system. .

Norms
s.

s-

nollionli!1111111111!1111111

Naims are thesocial
(i fofmal) and' legal
(formal) rules that at-
teMpt to shdpe the
beh.ovior,of individ-
uals. Norms have a

great influence on creating either a posi-
tive or negative environment for deci-
sions-about alcohol. Therefore, it is
important` that the orchestrator of a
delivery system identify those norms
that exist at the state and community
levels and recognize their influence on
reinfordrtg-responsible decisions about

#alcohol. r

Numerous publiC policy issues, identi-
fied in BookletII, reldte to existing formal
and informaLOorrbs in the'states. These
Illustrate the fad that it is difficult to show
any direct cause and effect relatiordlip
between o singlenorm and a resultant
behavior. Laws are on attempt .to de-
termine how people should behove.
How people do behave is a function,of
what is in their hearts and minds; it is o,,
culmination of their edutation and ex:
periences since birth. Therefore, a two:t,
track alcohol abuse: and alcoholism,
prevention plon is recommended for ,

adoption by the states bnd their :corn-
munities. This two-track plan should,
focus on (1) broad-baSed educational .

progrdmis that can help the American
people make responsible decisions
about alcohol, and (2) the promulgc-
tion of sensible and enforceable rules
and regulations thbt are in consonance
with the goal of responsible decision
making and with the social.and cultural
volues'of the people tc be affected by
them. ,

Consider the follow ng eight-step

prorsp cy0de the maximum effect on the
for both social a d legal norms

to
. kdesired behaviors: ' t,

, . 4

Determine whorls the cu rent situa-:
tion = prOctices, behaviors, attitudes,
etc., .":""

EStabliSh what is t, desired desited
behaviors, attitudes,. standards, etc.

t



ComMunicate these desired behav-
iors With._arrexplanation of why they
are desirable.

3: Identify the discrepancies between
what is and Aat-should be; highlight
the-major differences and similarities.

4. Identify those agents with the highest
9 probability of getting fhe actual bnd

.the desired closer together who are
the change agents?

.Prepare tools, materials and services
that can be used by the change
agents.

. 6. Deliver the service.
7. Monitor the effect. Is there any

- thage? Is t1-0 change in the desired
direct ? A , in light of the evi-
dence, ar41-he desirable behaviors
still. considered desirable?

8. Repeat the previous seven steps.

A

Communication Influences ,

I There. are influences
in any community hat
determine hove p o-,
Ole' ledrn to react to
daily living ex,peri
ences- ,as theSe ekL

peridtrices relate to responsible decisions
about alcohol. These ,'etnVonmental
factOfs, called communication influ-
ence,- include the family, school, peer
and refrence groups, and community
influentials" as mentioned earlier. The
prchestratoc tould be aware of these
influences, which can provide powerful
educational experiences (both po'sitiVe

,7 and. negative).. , -
"f ,

. For-examplej n most American fami-°
lies alcohol is-not a common topic' of
conversation. Perhaps becaus it is Mis-
Understobd, controversial 'or imply ac-
cepted as a way of life, a cohol is a
subject that is often avoided; If families

01

°
?

are to engage in conversotions- about
alcohol and the complications associ-
ated with the misuse of this su.bstance,,
it will be necessary for the subject of
alcohol to be elevated into a prominent
position in the ongoing community dia-
logue. This will require the accomplish-
ment of two secondary objectives:
1. People must have assurance that it

is possible to discuss alcohol without
offending friends, relatives, neighbbrs

. or business colleagQes.

2. They must be provided With a group
of easily understood concepts and

. perspectives-that will form the basis
for infortnal 'dialogue.

Family activities as well, as informal
-conversations among friends will ;be
more likely to becorne.settings in which
helpful information about al&:))-)ol and
alcohol-related problems is titt'smitted,
.once these secondary objectives hove
been achieved.

Communication Methods
,Theie are at least

fives general ,ap-
i5eciadlies- to commu-
nicceng -Pr'eventioni
messages. The most
obvious is the media,

both electronic *and 'print, which, ,can*
range from a high media approach
(full sotprcition, inuitimedia, high iritn-
sity) to a iow medid conceryteation
(distribution of priht ,publicatiOns, and
possibly the Sf)oradic use f pOblic ser-
vice- announcements On ra lo and tele-
visidn). The most success ppro.ach to
changing behavior or effecting specific
behaviorsThas been the high media '4,.

,

effort.

Although use of ,media alone does
not constitute a total .p'reve

9 0
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the effect and influence of media must
be considered by those persons either
designing or orchestra-ting an alcohol
misuse prevention program. No other
force contributes more toi, the day-to-
day learning process than media, par-
ticularly telNision. The modern Ameri-
can child at age 16 will in all likelihood
have spent more hours in front of a
television set than in a classroom. Both,
comMercials, and programming con-
tribute tubstahtially to self-expectations
and self-image. Media Affect both cog-
nitive and 'Offective skills. Prevention
programs that take this into considera-
tion card that use media to communi-
cate specific ideas and information hold
greater promise than prevention pro-
grams that ignore modern communi-
cation techniques.

It must also tDe remembered that
media, pa rtipulorty, television and radio,
are means of communicating to mass
audiences. It is far less expensive to

A reach a million, people on television
.with a given message than it is to reach
a million people any other Way.

The task force recognizes the impor-
tance of maintaining the freedom from
censorship of both televisitn` program-
mers and television's creative commu-
nity. The task force does rega'rd, it as
proper, however, that a code of recom-
mended content consistent with the
concept of responsible decisiods about
alcohol be adopted_by television pro-
ducers. -The behaviors identified, by the
task force would well provide guidelines
for such a- code. The task force strongly
recommends that, when alcohol con-
sumption-is included in"program con
and spot announcements, it should re-
ttpct the body of knoWledge that exists

mr,egarding:,thCresports-ible use wf 413e,v-
era e alc6b61.

O

Oe

o Jo

Efforts should be made'to discourage
alcohol consumption as a continual
means of coping with problems and to
recognize that drunkenness is snot hu-
morous. When alcohol is used, its use
should be portrayed-recilistically. rather
than romantically. The effectiveness of
programmik as a teaching instrument
should not be overlooked.

Tele,vision particularly is a dominant,"
means of communication and an effi-Ir
cient means for -teaching, It may be
used as a constructive agent to accel-
erate progress toward' developing the
responsible use or nonuse of beverage
alcohol or it may further retard the
urgent need to develop responsible be-
havior. Its inftwnce cannot be ignored.

Four other communication" ap-
proaches include person-to7person.con-
tact, such a parent-teacher conference;
person-to-group contact, such as a per-
former to a television audience; group-
to-person -contact, such as a presenta-,
non by a volunteer group to a mayor
or by an employees' union to its ern-
player; anti group-I-a:group contact,

; such as a teen grollp performing _a skit
at a PTA meeting.

Each of these methods can be on a
fbrinal or informal basis. All are neces-
sary communicatiOn techniques for,
transmitting ed(tcational programs;
most will be utilized in delivery systems
of ony .magnit, de, even in a- smaH

.1 community. essentialethat the ad-
MiniStrative-structure carefully plcin its,

ry system; to assure use of cal
of these . rnethodsx as feasibly

p sible. Each method has it cerfain
pact or effectiveness level in not anly
transmitting information but also, in
having persons act on the'information.

a. 4S 0



There is a tendency for scholars to ask'.
the necessary cuestion: "Which media
are most effective, in what situations,
and how much media is enough?"
Thee questions in a small community
may be prem'atu're and out of place::
In d small coMmunity, the question is
usually: "Given our resources, both fiscal
and human, what alternatives are open
to us?"

Questions related to "what is best"
and ''how r'iluch" are more appropri-
ately -studied by researchers using
formative (process) and summotive
(long-term),_ptoject evaluation strate-
gies compering different delivery sys-
tems in different communities. Even then
the myriad of variables rnvoiVed may
mitigate against conclusive evidence
one vyay or the other.

=Reinforcement

Reinforcement is an
important tool to use
to strengthen the de-
cisions people Make

-about alcohol. There
are two kinds of rein-,

forcement positive (reward) or nega-
tive (punishment). Both are effective iri
promoting behavioral change.

All of us would rather be praised than
admonished reworded fas opposed to
punished, and commended rather than
shamed. Formal laves (rules and regu-
lotions) can punish those .whor obuse
alcohol while driving on automobile.
The news media can praise o commu-
-nity for achieving a significant decrease
in automobile accidents due to alcohol
obuse. Employees can be proised and
given incentives (gifts, rctises, bonus, va-
cations, comcnendotion§, etc.), for the
increase in productivy dUe,,to the de:

S

crease in employee absenteeism (as
attributed to alcohol, obuse and aits re-
lated problems). The repGtotion of exec-
utives may be tarnished because .

productivity has decreased. as a result
of *oho( misuse' by their subordinate t

employees.. t

One objective of the delivery sysi-em
is to promote positive and healthy atti-
tudes about making responsible deci-
sions related to alcohol. For example,
o cooperative preventive educational
vdntute between o community and its
low enfOrcement personnel = could be
organized for positive reinforcement.
Positive and-healthy attitudes are not a
product of punishment.

The service providers and Orchestra-
tors will need to give serious thought tom
reinforcement strategies and incenties
when they design the delivery system.
It should 'be recognized that people's
decisions about alcohol may change;
techniques that reinforce both the deci-
sion to abStoin,and the decision-to drink

, responsibly should be utilized. Positive
reinforcement cannot be overempha-
sized. For every successful- task or oc-
.complishment 10 the delivery plan, -,
some, person, organization, agencyp
state or appropriate community should
be commended or reinforced. Miith of
the success of the delivery system will
depend on the myriad of ways to say
"well done" :

Feedback, Monitoring andEvaluation

Providing on edu-
catronal ervice is one 4-
form of transmitting
-information,>ut the
service provider needs
feedbacli to 'deter-'

mine the effective'ness of the educa-
_
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tional_ service. The user, .consumer "or,
recipient of the service needslo-know
how'well he or she is doing, as positiVe

'feedback-is a form of reinforcement es-
Sennal to learnirig and Sustaining the
desired b-e'haviors toward alcohol
throughout one:silifetime.

Feedback is a product of 'communica-
tion.' Communication methods previ-
ously discussed can be used to provide
feedback to bOth the provider and, the
consumer. Feedback can happen in a
_variety of ways: the results obtained
from opinion polls, written reports from
state or community agencies, TV or
radio newscasts, group discussions or
one-to-one conversations.

Feedback and monitoring go hond-
in-hond. The service' provider and or-
chestrator need feedback in order, to
monitor and evaluate the degree to
vThich"responsible decision-making be-
haviors are being obtained. The orches-
trator and provider will want two kinds
of evaluative information relative to
the effectiveness of the delivery system.
Darto-day° (process) information and
long-term (sumrnotiYe) information cite-
the two methods of evaluating a de,
livery system._

Because of the relative_ newness of
prevention services, thEi monitoring and
evaluation of the programs within-se-
lected communities should have a high
priority. In, order to develop effective
programs, achieve recognition and sup-
port for prevention, on0 receive ode-
quote funding to continue the programs,
prevention efforts must be able to
demonstrate both efficiency and effec-
tiveness within a reasonable period of
tim ;. Therefore a series of goals, both
short- and long-term has been estab-
lithed by the task force.

,
The monito ring and kevoivation de-

sign should address these goals and ,

answer these questions:

What delivery systems are most likely
't to evolve from Nkhof preexisting soda!
phenomena and externally applied"

.stimuli ?, -

What desiffid attitudes and behaviors
are most srusceptible to change? What
produces the most change?.

Which delivery sitstems/perSonfiel/lo-,
ccitions -ore most effective in bringing
about change?

Do prevention programs produce any
measurable befit? -

"Are, programs cost effective?

What skills and training aje necessary
to 'equip persons to deliver effective
prevention services?

What impact do prevention.servicest
-hove on intervention and treatment

programs?

What role should state agencies and
public,_ private and volunteer organi-
zations filay-in assisting communities
to deliver prevention services?

_

In rder to accomplish sufficient moni-
toring and 'evaluation ,to provide an
swers o these types of questions, .o
behovi systems approach con be
used. Such on approach allows for the
evaluation according to input, process,
context and product categories.

Input data is the assessment of the
.populations' entering behaviors and
characteristics and would involve col-
lecting, information on alcohol bever-
age, consumption rotes, drinking
behavior patterns, cognitive knowledge

70 20
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scores, alcohol-related arrest rotes, re-
qu'ests for treatment, family histories.of
alcohol misuse -and alcoholism, etc.
This data would also include informa-
tign on people's reactions ro ,a1c.ohol
that resulted in alcohol use-related
harm.

Process .datci covers everything that
is done to reach program objectives
and monitors such factors as the type bf
deli-very system used. presentation
modes, training, techhiques, costs of
material's, the groups mobilized to de-
liver services: and efficiency measures.

Context data covers the serrir-ig or en-
vironmental chdracteristics such as pop-
ulation ratios, sage sex weight, income
and other demographic characteristics.

Product data includes the assessment
of- output behaviors os .determined by
pre- and post-tests and interim progress
-re ri-s. Factors to be monitored include
c ..rattejistic. ,attitudes, drinking pot-
ternS, alcoholic beverage consumption
!ores, change in behavioral patterns,
change in cognitive linowledge change
iri attitudes.; etc.

ContirrOM*monitoring can contribute
substantially to both the efficiency and
_effectiveness of a, prevention effort
must be remembered, however, that
prevention is on ongoing process. Al-
though the variables of any given pro-
gram may -change, over a period of
time, the prevention effort should never
be reduced. Learning to make responsil
ble decisions about lifejs o never ending
challenge. In the absence of well
planned and orchestrated prevention
programs, many' Americans will con-
tinue to make poor decisions regarding
the use-or nonuse of beverage alcohol:

si
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Delivery System Altrnatives
A wotd of warning:

There is no way to
approximate the un-
limiterd delivery sys-
tem alternotiAs that
might be constructed

and employed, a$ port of an alcohol
rilisuse, prevention . proQram. Experi-
ence, however, has given us some very
definite wornins about what not to.do.
Before selecting or designing any de-
livery system model, it is important to
understand what will not work.

Do not piaci prevention efforts that
concentrate on the development of
ervices with Ilttle concern about the
elivery of those services!

Do not plan prevention efforts that
foil to include a systematic-process for
coordinating and integrating the
delivery system.
Do not plan prevention efforts that in-
clude only o single agency or institu-
tion, such as the school§.
Do-not plan prevention. efforts that

.aim exclusively Qt single issues, such
as 11Miting beverage ,advertising or

-age limits.
do (lot plan prevention efforts that
are short-term, one-shot *attempts.
Do. not plan prevention . efforts that
assume tbat there is a single cause for
the problem of alcohol misuse.
Do not plan prevention efforts that foil
to offer consistent and reliable
information.

Do not plan prevention efforts that
provide only information.
Do not plan prevention. efforts that
dramcitize consequences and/or rely
on score tactics.
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Do not '016-n prevention efforts that
focus on getting continual agreement
at countle'ss meetings, instead of.
developing action plans for carrying
out wt hat was ogreedto.

Source of AituthOritif.oncl Function

There are thousands
of prganizations -that
deliver services -of one
kind or another in this
country. Many of thest,
organizations are in-

volved in the delivery of human
services.. Given the-range of ffiese-
organizations, one is confronted with
the problems of how to make a choice
about le most appropriate organiza-
tions administering and operating
human service de-thTry systems needed
to help people reach responsible deci-
sions about alcohol. Forthis reason, it is
necessary to develop a-classification sys-
tem to better understand how human
service organizations may` ead to the
prevention of alcohol misuse.
,
There are three 'basic kinds of-

organizations that hove potential for
involvement in an ongoing prevention
program:.

Voluntarytory Organizations: usually work
as motivators of other organizations.
Volunteer organizations include profes-
sional, heqlth: trade, civic and religious

,agencies lW work as pressure groups
to encourage private and govern-
mental organizations to act in a certain
desired manner. Volunteer organiza-
tions, fsuch as councils on alcoholism,
occasionally act directly in the delivery
of human services.

Public- or Governmental Agencies:
usually responsible for the reguldtran of

Manufacture and distribution of
beverages. In a number of

cases, tere are also governmental
; agenciesthat supply direct human ser-

vices,. -such, as health or educational
agencies.

Private Organizations. normally gov-
erned 1:)y profit considerations. Private
prganizations are_generally responsible
for the acttial production, distribution
and sole of goods and services.

Organizations may be classified by
source (public, private, volunteer) and
by functional activity (producer of
goods, producer of services). They may
also be classified by a geographical
or constituency domain. For example,
on organization might function on a
national, state or local level; or it might.
deliver its services or goods to a very
specific Constituency _such as veterans,
schOol teachers or the chronically ill.

Establishing a framework for viewing
the, many types of orianizations-that
exist helps to make it possible to identify
and involves Organizations that might
contribute to an ongoing program for
prlventing alcohol misuse. Figure 3 is
onted as an example of how a rum -t
ber of organiiations would be classified.

It should become apparent that no
one organization has exclusive claim
over efforts to bring about o society in
which persons make responsible deci-
sions about alcohol. it may be a goal
of the system (the network .0f-organiza-
Hons. involved with al-col-relatea
problems} to achieve such a- society;
but no single organization .can bring
ab-out that goal. Because of the different
rypeS of organizations and different
service emphases among orgartza-
tions, it becomes nece,sary for each
organization to look for its most effec-
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live role in the system. For example,
one goal of the system may be Wen-
courage peOpte to drink, responsibly (if
They choose to drink) by teaching peo-
ple to at food whenOver alcohol
consumed; but it may be the goal of the
public agency to make sure that food is
served whenever alcohol is consumed.
A goal of private corporations may be
Fla develop or .merchandise a 'line of
foods that would be. compatible with

f alcoholic 6everageS. A goal of a volun-.
tory agenCy might be to 'educate the
public to consume foods wheneover
alcohol is consumed. Therefore, each
organization has its own particular goal
(or subgoal) within the goal of the total
system. An essential 'ingredient in
achieving success will be ,to encourage

. . each organization to cooperate fully
in working for common goals.

The blood gool of such on effort
should be, to encourage moderate
drinking practices for those.who choose r
to drink. Without such moderation, the
effects of alcohol on the human system
will be poly minimally affected even
if foodsumed while drinking.

Some Rules for Making
Orgabizational Choices

In the -area of _preventing alcohol
misuse, there are many organizational
alternatives. Obviously, not all organi-
zations have been created to meet the
needs of all thei diverse consumer
groups. There die son-) e rules,.however,
that will help in maliking good decisions:
about organizationachoices.-

;

. .

One good rule in the Selection of
organizations is to choose groups that
hove natural access to cert .

audiences. Just as orgOniza,tions hovc94e.
different fungtions or roles Jo pray in
'delivering servis, so do organizations
have different constituencies or popu-
lation groups that are associated with
those organization -s. For example, a
voluntary group:-such as a trade union
serves persons in their roles os steel-
workers; truckers, electrieions, plumbers,
etc., while another voluntary group such
as a health agehcy serves persons in
their roles as patients or former atient's
who have had certain kinds of'illnesses.
The .fact that organizations do ha' e
different population groups is reason
enough to go through on organization
that is known to be associated with.

othese 43 ulotion group's to reach a
goal. ,To use natural access or natural
commu ication-channels demands 0
careful consideration of which audience
targets 9(re -to be-met, and What their
naturar''grouping's ore. 'Programs then
flow creatively through such channels
rather than being forced through un-
natural and cumbersome organiza-
tional choices.. . < A.

I-

0

Internal Control

In talking about or-
ganizations that may
be inJ'olved in an al-
cohol abUse preven-
HO() program, we
hove already viewed

these organizations.by type. The -man-
ner in which a delivery system ,is ad-
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ministered is alsb important because of
its effect on the ability of the organiza-
lid) to deliver services efficiently and
effectively. Thus, organizations may also
be vieWed along another dimensiot)
that of internal control. ,

Internal .control can be either cen-
tralized pr'decentralized.- When an
organization retains mostof the decision-
'making in the central' office,' such as,
program direction, hiring level, funding,
location of offices, and so forth, it is a
centralized organization. /hen deci-
sions about these and erher matters

'are delegated down. and throughout
the-organization, it is decentralized. An
-example- of a centralized alcohol
program would be one in which the
central office designs programs, hires
staff and directs and controls all efforts
throughout the state. All employees
would be direct employees of the state
and under the command of the head of
the state program.. There would be a
minimum of grants or-contracts with
other groups or agencies, and program
execution of. all levels would be tightly
controlled by the agency. There are
advantages to a centralized. program.
All efforts are directed to a single set
of goals; proliferation of goals can occur
only if it is the chosen course of the
agency. Uniformity of programs and
personnel conduct across the'state, is
high; thus, persons/audiences in one
part of the state are likely to receive
the same services as their counterparts
an another part. Populations that are
mobile geographically are more likely
to continue to receive 'the same 'type of
services. .

Among the disadvantag'es of central-
ized organization is,a tendency fo1 peo-

11,
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ple to follow the ruleg for the rules)
sake rather than for what they were
originally. intended to accomplish. The
centralized organization's uniformity
may also trarlate into inability to
change or adapt to local needs and
problems. The agency that-has the form
that must -be 'filled out, no matter how
impertinent-it is to the sjtuation, is a too
familiar experience. Centralized organi-
zations alsO pay wages and set .em-
ployee standards' that may be at
variance with local customs-and may
cause varying-degrees of disharmony.
Sometimes, the wages are higher and
sometimes lower; but because" of
'agency-widestandardization, change is
usually prohibited.,

At the other end of the continuum,,
the decentralized _organization divides
the tasks-among local group.Who han-
dle .the general .problem(s) from their

_own perspective. This approach involves
disbursing funds (usually black grants)
to loccility, and them leaving them
alone as much as possible. Programs
are designed at the local level, and
employees serve a local board. The
local agency may be a new

or may be an existing one such as
city or azOnty administration or local
charitable organization. 4

Among the--6dVantages of a decen-
tralied approach is the high lilelih,o0c1
of programs designed to meet local

. needs. Since programs are under local
control,.they are more easilyand quickly
adapted to meet local needs and more
likely to hire local people and thus
persons who 2)ppre,ciate local *dif-

25.
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-ferences and pwferences. Gionge and
response time is usually less since multi -
pleburegucrqtic layers are less likely
to

The disadvantdes of a decentral-
ized approach are related' to the
advantages gained through' central-
ization. Using decentralized strategies,
programs across a state have a
tendency to: be fragmented; and per-
sons moving from one area to another
may getAinconsistent, messages.- -Some
topics that require scarce and expen-
sive personnel May get scant or in-
correct handling in many areas because
adequate expertise not available in
all areas.,

All in- all, the continuum frbm cen-
tralization to decentralization is one on
which costs and benefits exist at any

;point but the mix is different. Like con'
strutting a house, decisions must be
made in terms of the existing ecology
andthe needs and expectations 'of the
consumers. .

Conclusion

There are thousands
4j 411 of organizations thatfist ,deliver services. Many

&t if of these providedi.hu- .I an services, such as

,--J' rogrgms for the pre-
vention of olcohopeloted problems.
Many issues have been raised in this
document for consideration in develop-
ing preventive educational service
delivery systems. "'"

The examples that folio are sum-
maries of alternative administrative
structures that might appropriately
orchestrate the planning, delivery and'
monitoring of prevention services. There
are, no doubt, ,many more that states
and, communities could ,develop to
initiate change in public policy, pet'-
soma' attitudes and behaviii.s.

MODEL:

Local/City/County )Government
as Orchestrator

Propel attitudes'and
behavior toward the
use or nonuse of al-
Cohol, though partially
learned in private,
must be manifested

socially. To insure that the behaYlors
are continuous rather than irregular and
temporary, local suppOrt structures or
reference groups must be developed. In
both ruraland urban areas, the mayor
or city manager, county executives and/
or county-council provide a very usable
structure for the development of local
support groups.

In this model, it is assumed that funds
'are made available through either local
revenue, state or federal block grants.
Reporting and monitoring is required,
but basic progrcim-directions are left
,to, the local leyel. The governMental,
structure of counties,-cities and towns is

' required' to address most, but not all of
the tehaviorsand may or may not
'choose* to subcontract with other public
or private groups.
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ODEL:.

State Prevention Committee (or,its
Equivalent) OS Orchestr&or

In- this model, a
'State Prevention Com-
mittee (SPC)," consis-
ting 'ol the State
Alcoholism Authority
(SAA), the State Edu-

cation Agency (SEA), the Alcohol Bev-
erage _Control Agency, (ABC) and State
Voluntary Alcoholism Councils (SVAC),
has the primaw vidsponsibility for initiat-

eing, designing, imp ) menting and mon-
itoring the state an community delivery

...syStems. A -,layered approach, which
hasbbth centralized and decentralized
administrativp, structure characteristics,

_iszemployed: the SPC has primary statd-
;wide. responsibilitl; corresponding
regional and community agencies have
primary responsibility for the'program
within their.geographic cite of service.

7-1,-e

to irfr% LC% ike/t11.

It is= assumed that .the SPC acts as a
facilitator and coordinator. Each agency

_ concentrates _on a:,Oarticukar- area: SEA

on the_school-system, Including colleges
and universities; SAA on educational
vices,p0Isile the sckc291 system; ABC on
-le gal-coNsrOerations; and SVAC on con-
stituency involvement at the state and
community levels to provide support for
thes efforts. The role of the SPC is to
on timotivate,,proytde technical assis-

ce and training, develop and dissem,
Ste programs, coordinate, monitor
nd evaluate the results. The community
as both the responsibility. arid the. priv-

ilege_ of :planning, its own- services, and
measuring its results. Such a layered ap-
proach culls for effective communication

N
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throughout the systems, providing in-.
creaseaundergtanding between groups
and agenCies specializing in different
fields, and providing the highest sdturd-
lion within a single field. In order to pro-
vicre cit central contact point cind to t%
assure coordination and communica-:
Lion, it rs recoMmeRded that the corn-
Mitteelogree to hove one of the
ag.enCieS chair the SPC and thus function
as the lead agency for tate prevention
services:

MODEL:

Interagency Council of a Governor's
Office as Orchestrator

A governor is the chief executive arid
administrative officer of a state and, as
chief administrative officer, is respon-
sible for numerous programs that ')
deliver services to its citizens. Often./
these programs are so numerous and
widespread that special interagency
councils pre created so that-programs
will not be duplicated and that gaps
among. progtamS mighfbe discoN/ered.-

y one
Is are
s take

The social welfare field is norma
in which intertig.en'cy cpun
created becauseisocial progr°
place, amorig r any state government
agencies, e.g., health department, edu-
cation department, mental health and
mental retardation departments, jetc. A
problem such as alcohol abuse is the
conces4 of many agencies since such a
problem may be viewed in '0 number
of ways. For example, personi. who
drink and drive are a-danger to them-
selves and other persons on the high-
way.; therefore, this aspect of the alcohol
problem *is of speciaLconcern to those
agencies-responsible foilhighW9y safety"
(highway patrOl, department of publi
safety, etc.). Persons who drink to escape

Or



the problerhs of daily living are a threat
to the stability 'of their _families; there-
fore, this aspect of the' alcohol program
is of special concern to those agencies
responsible ifor the welfare of society
(welfare department, social services
deportment; etc.). Because of the many
aspects of ilcohol abuse, it is-a problem
that does not lend itself to. the exclu-
sive domain oi_any one agency. A state
interagency council, therefore, is one
means for approaching the alcohol
abuse pLoblem in a more comprehen-
sive mannel. to insure that voridus
departmental programs ore working
together rather than at crass,purposes.

In this model, it is assumed that the
sourceof revenue is federal-state funds
and that the governor's office' has the
heads of the state health, welfare, edu-
cation and public safety ag,encies
designate an assistant reporting to the
agency commissioner to act as a mem-r
ber of the state interagency council on
alc.ohol abuse prevention. The council
establishes a secretariat to provide con-
tinuity and meets bimonthly: The secre-
tariat receives state funds and hires
area coordinators to assist local area
offices of the inytplved state agenCies
to create and implement alcoholism
prevention efforts. Though the council
receives all prevention funds, orgy 10

_percent are spent,. by the 'activities of
the council and secretariat. The remain-
ing 90 percent are cont?Octed competi-
tively to-the-participating sate agencies.
MODEL:
Local Communities as Orchestrator

Communities have
- the.capability to 'teen;

.tify their needs for the
prevention of alcohol-.-
related problems. They
can develdp caplan to

e

identify responsible behaviors about
alcohol and to bring about the 'ch_aege
necessary for attaining those behaviors`
through specified problem-solving
techniques.

In this model, a mgdified decentral-
ized administrative structure is crtated
at the comff)unity leVel. Communities
have responsibility for the design, im-
plementation and evalUation of their
prevention plan. Local councils on
alcoholism cputd be of great assistance
lie re ,

MODEL:

Sch ol System as Orchestrator;
nts and the LocqJ Communities

Provide Support
Since 197,0, 26

states have lowered
the legal age fordrink-
ing alcoholic bever-
ages. Accompanying
this legality. .should

hove been guidelines (a kind of, "eti-
quette" of societal expeCtations about
the responsible nonuse or use of alcohol). .

In this mod
support fro
home and
these guide

the school system, with
the' private sector, the ,.

he coranunity, prpvides
es. It provides oppor-

tunities for trans ittin4 the desired .

crucial services at can .result in the
prevention 9f °lc ol-related problems.
Young people who are 'approaching
this decision.making .age can acquire
information, examine- attitudes and.
develop skills.,,This resource group can
then_be utilizeti to design programs for
age groups 5-18:

MODEL:
Religious Organizations as' .

Orchestrator`Community Agencies
- and Organizations Provide Support .

4-
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`Religious entities are
one of the princippal
institutions r-)tc) which
faMilies tdrnifor 'per-
sonal growth and
times of personal crisis:

Religious leaders are oft-v /influential
leaders in theirt-Smt-nurtst

In this Model, this shared berspective
will form the basis for joirit action by
religious organizations and/ clergy cbm;,,,,

mittees of councils on alcoholism to
reduce the incidence of alcohol-related
problems. in the community through ex-
panded involvement in /the delivery of
important sotial services that are pre-
vention oriented.

MODEL:
Private Sectof (business/Industry)
as Orchestr or

NMONS
1111111=1111

The private sector is
often. better -able to
perform certain func-
tions for government
than government can
do for itself. For . ex-

ample, if a given community, hos large
numbers of workers prone to.consume
large quantities of alcohol oplineighbor--
hood taverns *after work, a govern-
mental body may not be the most 6p-
propriate way to reach this population
group. Rather, a grant could, be
provided to a state-level union and to
a . trade or industry association. These
two ,entities could then develop
programs through local unions and
monageMent at each work site.

In this model, state goy
tracts.with the private sec
dustry and labor, to deliV
their employees regor.di
abuse ,,prevehtion. Voluntary health
agencies might also be involved in this

rent
,both; in-
vices to
alcohol

.4*.process.

A
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MODEL:
Alcohol Safe Action Project as
,Orchestrator; a Citizens Advisory.
Committee at the Local Level,

'StatetAgenCies and Privdte
.?(Ovide SUpport

Because a substan-
tial percentage of the
nation's traffic fatalities
are alcohol related,
thoughtfOr

walks,
e

wfrom many. alks. Of
life want to Ob-something to reduce this
tragic toll by preventing such accidents
from happening: Also, fatalities are just
one part of the picture. Serious injuries
often reduce accident survivors to years
of continuing problems, and property
damage tolls are .

Drivers do not know many '*facts
abourolcohol; myths abound. It is_olso
'clear.tHat people need to-learn how t&
get in touch With their own feelings and
emotions. This self - awareness can con-

ttribute immeasurably t6 driving safety.
First-of all, however, a strong element of
Motivation has to be present in-Order
td, get people concerned about their

riving habits as they (elate to alcohol.
This proposal sugggs an experimen-

tal model of primary PreYention (i.e.,
attempting to stop 4inlitricj=while-
intoxicated behavior before it occurs).
The investigation can be accomplished
in Bart by requiring prospeCtive drivers
applying for their original operators'
licenses or those seeking renewals-(the
strong individual motivating factor
being receiving a,license) to complete
a .home study couise orchestrated by
an Alcohl Safety2Action. Project. Others
to be involvedincluck a citizens alcohol
safety crdyjsory corn- ittee, highway
safety and perhopstth alcohol bever-
tige industriesarid insur ncetornpanies.

9
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MODEL:
--.Alcohol'Safety Action Project as
Orchestrator; Volunteer Groups

ovide Support.
4

Public schools have
increasinglyemploye'd
trained counselors as
regular staff members

111. over the past two de-
, codes. From an

standpoint, hoWevet, these
hove :very little time to

y _ the Most seriously dis-
turbed studep

In this model, several alternative sug-
gestions are advanced for topping the

-unused or underutilized skills of existing
school counselor ,positions for .sub
stituting other viable choices of leader-
ship in a pilot program. The goal is to
design esteem-building "rap sessions"

--for children as young as third and fourth
graders-trough high school-aged
adolescentsT'T-I4e, orchestrator (which is
not the school dstrict) has considerable
assistance from the and thetloycees..
The concept will hav 'to b =-sold to
school administrators an ir bgards,
who possibly mays view th- notion as
being disruptive f routines at are
well established, an unnecessary diver-
sion of staff' time, or an Incursion by
outsiders into , matters. which /should
best be generated from, within the edu-
,cetional institution. Perhaps, on the
other hanB>-fears can be surfaced and

- allayed with the reminder' 'that the
Mpteal goal of capersons concerned is
1'6 maximize hOman potentialities
beginning with children' at ages when
they first start seriously asking,
am l?"'- nand that the total educcitional

-4, system can contribute to the achieve-
ment of this goal.'

opergti
professio
counsel an

MODEL:
Local-Level EduCational Influences as
Orchestrator, Working in Cooperation
with a State-LeVel Conion4sion

30

Recognizing that tlie
educational process
occurs in a variety of
Settings and through a
host of Influences, the
propose of this model,

is to utilize these influences at the state
level for its initial planning for primary
prevention, The governor appoints a
state-level commission or task force thar
is repr.esentativ6 of local community ed-
ucational influences in the state. Its mem-
ber'Ship and goals are similar to those
of the, ECS Task Force on Responsible
Decins About Alcohol.

This commission; provided with tech-
nical assistance by \ECS staff, develops
a blueprint for implementation a
delivery system that is consistent with
the recomMenjations\ of the ECS task
force. Input-is continually solicited from
the local communities. The state com-
mission 'then Assigns administratiVe
responsibility to its members' counter-
parts at, the local level toplement
the plan4p nd adapt it to boal needs.

Such a model would .achieve
major objectives: A

1-c Increased awareness of loCal needs
and options for meeting those needs
by state-level eduCational ,influences,

, and
2. An opport4ty for ECS andas task

force memers to gather data on the
effectiveness of its recommendations,
and to share the pro6ress of IV
corhmunity demonstrationi efforts,
with other members ,Of "he ECS
constituency.

.1. ;
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SUPPORTIVEINFORMATION FOR.IMPLIMENTING THE
RECoMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE IS AVAILABLE.

J

A technical document describing, in greater detail, the'contents:of Booklet III of
thiS final report may be,obt4ed from/the Education Commission of the States.
This technical document further describes the delivery system elements and can
be'helpful to states and communities in planning,' developing and implementing

,delivery systems for the prevention of..alcohorrelate_d problems. Included are
several Complete delivery system models from which the administrative structures
described at the end of Booklet111were abstracted.

,'
ea-se send a check or money order for $5.00 (includes postage and handling

vi-'aarges) for each, copy to the Education Commission of thck._ States Task
Force on Responsible Decisions About Alcohol. 1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300,
Denver; Colorado 80295..

Name

Affiliation

Address

City State' Zip Code
f

This document-will be available May 9977. Please allow 2-3 weeks
for1

delivery.:
6
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Education Commission of the States
Taiii Force on Res'ponsible Decisions About Alcohol
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
Denver. Colorado 80295

Please send me t4 complete document of the following reports of the Educotion
Commission of the S tes Tosk Force on Responsible,Decisions About Alcohol. My
check or money orde or $3.50 for each document is enclosed (includes postoge
and hondling chorge

Technical Document No 1

__Technical Document No 2

1/75

e. 6/75

Ted-Mica!' Document No. 3 9/75

'Name

Affiliation

Address

City State -Zip Code

*
Please.allow 3 weeks_for delivery.
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Too ofterr we see- great sums of money
spent and untold-hours of conscreatious, .

effort devoted to the...I.-development-of, a IYIeb

tip vc3luminous"documents whichthen languish
upon the shek'es of our libraries. We are
dererrntned that the goal of the task force e I

must oe to de.velop meaningful
understandable.implementoble solutions
to the problems of alcohol abuse. IT rs rE.)

. .

This effort that we are committed.

10 FIN WEST .
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